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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of the operator of any electric utility

company is to provide energy in an electrical form to its customers in

sufficient quantity to supply their demands. This in turn requires that

the company be able to produce, or generate, enough electrical energy at

all times to supply customer demands, or load, to supply the losses in

herent in any system, and to maintain reserve capability consistent with

reasonable operating practices. Since the load on an electric power

system fluctuates continuously, this requirement has a dynamic nature

that renders the objective of supplying the correct amount of energy at

all times far from simple to realize.

The electric power industry, like any other industry or business,

has limited resources with which to operate, and so must also have as

its objective the efficient utilization of its resources, notably money.

It is in this context that the Unit Commitment problem is of interest.

The Unit Commitment Problem1.1

The Unit Commitment (UC) problem in power system is the problema

of scheduling the power sources available in the system such that the

total cost of producing energy (production cost) over a specified time

interval (the commitment period or horizon) is minimum. The power

sources in a system might be generating units driven by fossil-fueled

1

or nuclear-fueled steam turbines, units driven by combustion turbines,
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hydroelectric (water powered) generating units, pumped-storage

hydroelectric generating units, or other less-conventional sources. Tie

lines connecting a system with neighboring power systems may also be

considered as sources. The commitment period is usually from one day to

one week in duration.

The UC problem has become increasingly important in recent years

[1] as the size and complexity of systems have increased and a growing

emphasis on economy has become apparent. In the area of system economy,

it is worth noting that in a very large system an economic gain of a

few percent can represent a substantial monetary amount. The references

[1-3,30] indicate considerable interest in the UC problem in recent years.

It is not difficult to see that in other than a small power system

the UC problem and its solution can become extremely complex. A genera

ting unit is typically described by a nonlinear relation between its

power output and its fuel input, and there may be a great number of units

of various types, as mentioned earlier, which must be considered sitnul—

In addition, there are usually constraints on the solution,taneously.

such as fixed operating schedules, which must also be taken into account.

It has been only with the availability of modern, high-speed, large

computing facilities that consideration of the UC problem has become

feasib le.

The complexity of the UC problem is also due in part to the fact

are usually to be found in a large

The reason for this is thatsystem; these were mentioned previously.

ordinarily the various types of sources are Intended to perform differ

ent functions in the day-to-day operation of the system.

It has been mentioned that the customer demand, or load, on a

that different types of power sources
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system fluctuates continuously. This fluctuation tends to be cyclic.

Typically a summer load will cycle between a peak during the afternoon

and a valley occurring in the early-morning hours; the values of the

peaks and valleys will vary seasonally and with geographic location. For

system's highest load will occur during

the summer due to use of air conditioning, while in an area where elec

tric heating is popular, a system's highest load will occur during the

coldest months of the year. In any case, a system must have sufficient

capacity to supply its highest peak load when the peak occurs. However,

it would be inadvisable to maintain that capacity in large units intended

for continuous operation, since the maximum capacity is needed only for a

short period of time, and the resulting unused capacity for the remainder

of the time would be wasteful of monetary resources.

A typical load-duration curve for a power system is shown in Figure

Here it is easily seen that a portion of a system's load must be1.1.

supplied throughout the time represented

Also it may be seen that a portion of the loadis called the base load.

occurs for a small fraction of the total time; this is termed the peak

The portion of the curve representing the transition from the baseload.

load to the peak load is termed intermediate load.
that there is a need for generating units

which can run continuously at or near their maximum rated output to

These base-load units are usually large, relativelysupply base load.
new steam units whose efficiencies are maximum at or near their rated

outputs and which are characterized by high installation costs and low
system byoperating costs.

older steam units which are usually smaller and less efficient than

on the horizontal axis; this

From Figure 1.1 it is seen

instance, in warmer climates, a

Intermediate load is typically supplied in a
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base-load units. Peak load, which occurs for a short time, is supplied

from sources that operate for short periods of time, rather than contin

uously, and which have low installation costs and high operating costs.

1.2 Peak Power Generation

Peak power generation, or peaking, is required only occasionally,

as seen previously. In order to reduce the investment cost and to

provide units which may be cycled on-line and off-line conveniently,

peaking may be supplied by sources which are capable of starting and

supplying load quickly and are intended to operate for short periods of

Peaking power may also be suptime, such as combustion turbine units.

plied by conventional water-powered (hydro) units in areas where a suit

able supply of water exists and is available on a limited basis for elec-

Interchange power obtained from neighboring powertrie power generation.

A relatively newsystems over tie lines may also be used for peaking.

concept for supplying peak load is energy storage, the most promising

implementation of which is pumped-storage hydro generation [4]. All of

these types of power sources must be taken into account in obtaining a

solution to the UC problem for a particular system.

Organization of Dissertation1.3

Two very important aspects of the UC problem are considered in this

First, reduction of the complexity of the problem by meansdissertation.
economic priority ranking of steam generating units is considered.

Second, the incorporation of peaking generation, particularly pumped-

storage hydro generation, is examined.
In Chapter II, it is shown that the use of a priority ranking of

generating units makes it possible to obtain an optimum UC solution for

of an
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Methods for obtaining this priority ranking are examineda power system.

and compared, and an algorithm for obtaining

is given. Results of UC solutions using various types of priority

rankings are given.

Pumped-storage hydroelectric generation is examined in detail in

Chapter III. Its use in a large power system along with other types of

generation is considered, with emphasis on peaking generation and system

operating economics.

The incorporation of pumped-storage generation into a unit commit-

Points of viewment solution algorithm is the subject of Chapter IV.

unique to consideration of energy storage, exemplified here by pumped-

storage systems, that must be adopted in devising a new solution algorithm

are noted.

Chapter V contains results of computer implementation of the new

UC solution algorithm applied to the simulation of a large power system.

Several examples are given to illustrate the algorithm and to demonstrate

effects of pumped-storage generation on system operating economics.

Conclusions and recommendations for further work are contained in

Appendix A contains a description of thethe final chapter, Chapter VI.

power system whose simulation was used in the examples in Chapter V, and

Appendix B is a description of the computer programs developed in the

Appendix C is a deriva

tion of the number of possible combinations of N generating units.

a "best" priority ranking

course of the research reported in this paper.



CHAPTER II

ECONOMIC PRIORITY RANKING OF STEAM UNITS

As stated in the previous chapter, the unit commitment problem is

that of scheduling the power sources available in a system such that the

total production cost over a specified commitment period is minimum.

Time is usually quantized into hourly periods to conform to load fore

casts, hydro generating schedules, interchange schedules, and other

schedules associated with the operation of a power system, which are cus

tomarily given on an hourly basis. Thus the problem is to find the best

possible combination of generating units for each hour in the commitment

period such that the total production cost for the period is minimum.

It is evident that for a large system, obtaining the UC solution

is a monumental task. For each hour in the period, all combinations

of units capable of supplying load, losses and reserves must be consid-

For each combination, an economic dispatch [5] calculation must beered.

performed, which produces the output for each unit such that the total

Once this is done forgeneration requirements are met at minimum cost.

all combinations at all hours, sequences of combinations for the hours

in the period must be examined and compared in order to find the schedule

With more than a very few units inyielding the least production cost.

a system, the amount of calculation necessary to obtain a UC solution is

Clearly a reduction in the complexity of the problem isstaggering.

necessary if there is to be any hope of obtaining a solution within a

reasonable time and with a reasonable amount of computation.

7
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II.1 Necessity for Priority Ranking

(See Appendix C for derivation1.

of this result.) Of this number, many combinations would not be consid

ered due to inability to supply the total generation requirement for a

given hour in a commitment period. Still, a tremendous number of combi

nations of units would remain to be considered.

- 1,

. Even if only 1/1000 of these combina

tions could supply the generation requirement at a given hour, the num

ber of combinations to be examined would still be impossibly large.

A reasonable way to decrease the number of combinations of units to

be considered is to form the combinations in

Thus a combination containing a given number of units k wouldorder.

consist of a unique group of units; the combination containing k+1 units

would be formed by adding the next unit in a priority list to the previ

ous combination.

The use of a priority ranking thus reduces the number of possible

combinations of N units from the very large number cited above to

At the same time, since each combination con-exactly N combinations.

tains a unique group of units, the total capacity in each combination

given amount of generating capacity is thereby represented

by a unique combination of generating units.

Each combination of generating units formed with the use of a

priority ranking as above is called a system state, or more simply, a

To obtain a UC solution, a number of states must be examined forstate.

Further reduction in the complexityeach hour in the commitment period.

For example, if N were
,50

If the number of units in a power system is N, the number of pos-
N sible combinations of units is 2

is unique; a

50, the number of possible combinations of these units would be 2' 

or a number of the order of 10^

a specified, or priority,
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of obtaining the UC solution is achieved by limiting the number of states

to be examined each hour [6,7]. For instance, the states to be considered

could be limited to the state with just enough capacity to supply load,

losses, and reserves, and the states formed by adding successively the

next unit from the priority list up to the number desired.

It is still necessary to consider various sequences of states cor

responding to the hours in a commitment period in order to determine the

schedule with lowest production cost. Application of the Principle of

Optimality [6,8] and use of dynamic programming [8] allow this to be done

in an efficient manner.

It is apparent from the foregoing that a key step in the reduction

of the UC problem from one whose size renders it impossible to solve to

one which is tractable is the use of a priority ranking of generating

The manner in which a priority list is formedunits, or priority list.

can have a significant effect on the UC solution obtained using the

considerable differences in total production costspriority list, i.e.

ditions.

sidered in the following.

Methods for Obtaining Priority ListsII.2

The objective of a UC solution is to realize minimum production

Because of the influence ofcosts over

the UC solution resulting from use of the list, it

follows that an economic criterion should be used to obtain the priority

ranking.

In a research project recently conducted at The University of

Alabama, a priority ranking was developed for use in

a specified commitment period.

a UC program [6].

a priority list on

can result from using different priority lists for the same system con-

Different approaches to obtaining apriority list are con-
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The method used to obtain this priority list involved obtaining a se

quence of economic dispatch solutions for the system being considered,

using a succession of system load levels. For a given system load and

all generating units available, an economic dispatch solution was obtained

which gave the total cost for the system and a measure of the cost of

fuel for each generating unit. The most expensive unit was removed from

the system and the process was repeated. Units wer<' removed and the

economic dispatch solution was recalculated as long as the remaining

units could supply the system requirements or until removal of a unit

did not result in a decrease in total system cost. This procedure was

repeated for a different system load, beginning with all units available.

The order in which units were removed from the system for each load was

The first unit removednoted, and this order became the priority list.

Ambiguities in the orders of unit removal obtainedsecond position, etc.

for different system load levels were resolved by exercise of judgment,

such as separating units located in one power plant from each other in

the priority list.

The measure of fuel cost for each generating unit was obtained as

Each unit is described by a heat-rate curve, which relatesfollows.

the electrical energy output of the unit to the heat, or energy, content

This curve is commonly approximated by a second-of the unit's fuel.

degree expression of the form

(II.2.1)+ b.P.

in which

Hi = ai

was placed in the first (i.e. most expensive) position, the next in the

+ c.P.2 
11 ii
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= heat rate of unit i, MBtu/hr.

= power output of unit i, MW

from empirical data or manufacturers' design data. The price of fuel
for unit i, F in dollars per MBtu, is in general unique for that uniti

due to transportation and handling costs. for unit i

can be expressed a function of its power output as follows.as

= F.Hi i

(II.2.2)= F

The cost measure

$/MWH (II.2.3)

where

= system transmission loss, MW,

was chosen as being effective for the procedure described above.

For convenience, the priority list obtained as outlined in the pre

ceding paragraphs will be called the "original priority list. tt It is

evident that the original list required considerable time and effort for

Any changes in the system that might affect systemits production.

economics, such as addition of new units, changes in fuel prices, changes

in the transmission network, etc. , might require that a new priority list

1
1-^

3P.
i

3PL
7-t— = incremental transmission loss, 
3Pi

'i<ai + b.P. 
r i

2+ ciPiz) $/hr.

H.
1

COST}

and , b^, and c^ are the heat-rate coefficients of unit i determined

The fuel cost C.
i

PL

Pi

c.
1

c.
1

ci/pl

i -

L
ap

— = transmission loss penalty factor, 
Lap
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be developed, in which case the same procedure would have to be repeated.

A procedure that is less complicated and that can be completely programmed

for a computer would be desirable for convenience in updating a priority

list.

examined. These approaches and their results are detailed in the fol

lowing.

II.2.1 Static Priority Ranking

The use of priority lists which are rankings of units based on their

efficiencies has been reported [2]; actually the average cost of output

energy rather than efficiency was used in the particular work referenced.

It average incremental cost" for priority ranking has also beenThe use of

reported [9].

The average fuel cost of each unit with all units operating at some

fixed fraction of their respective maximum outputs was used to rank the

This is referred to as staticunits from highest to lowest in cost.

lists [29].

The cost mentioned above is obtained from the usual heat-rate equa

tion as in equation (II.2.2). The equation gives the cost in dollars per

hour for unit i to operate at output level P.; the average cost per unit

i i

An alternative static ranking procedure was also employed in which

operating with the same incremental cost (3C\/3P^, which is usually

The motivationcalled lambda); transmission losses were not considered.

for this approach was the well-known economic-dispatch criterion [5]

of output, C./P , is used for priority ranking.

ranking, and the priority lists thus obtained are called static priority

the cost (per unit of output) of each unit was found with all units

Alternative means for obtaining priority lists for UC solutions were
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which states that for economic operation, all units must operate at the

same value of incremental cost. The value of lambda to use in ranking

the units was found in the following way.

In the system used for study [Appendix A], it was recognized that

the base load on the system is supplied by approximately twenty genera

ting units. One of these, representative of all of the base-load units,

was chosen, and its incremental fuel cost was calculated for operation

Using equation (II.2.2),at maximum output as follows.

= F.(b. + 2c P ). (II.2.4)i i i i i

The incremental cost was calculated using equation (II. 2.4) with Pi
having a value equal to the maximum rated power output for the unit

The resulting lambda value was used to find outputs of allselected.

other units in the system; this was accomplished by solving equation

as

(II.2.5)

Some units must be set at their maximum or minimum output limits in

cases in which the common lambda value can not be realized within the

Using these output values,allowable ranges of outputs of these units.

cost per unit of output was calculated for each unit, and aaverage

This is referred to aspriority list was produced as explained above.

the

Static priority lists were produced using 1973-vintage fuel-cost

data (the same data used in obtaining the original priority list) for

a function of A..
1

3C.

-Vi
2ci

(II.2.4) for P

X,
1p.

1

unit outputs of 50 percent, 75 percent, and 100 percent of maximum, as

’’equal-lambda” list [29].
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well as by the use of the equal-lambda procedure; these lists are identi

fied as SI, S2, S3, and S4, respectively.

Each of the static priority lists produced was used in a series of

UC solutions to compare resulting production costs with costs obtained

using the original priority list. Identification of the cases used for

evaluating the effectiveness of the static lists and in subsequent test

ing is given in Table II. 1. The costs resulting from the use of the

static priority lists are given in Table II.2, along with values of

production costs obtained through use of the original priority list.

The results of Cases I-III indicated that significant increases in

production costs would result from use of any static priority list in

This suggested that each unit's contri-preference to the original list.

bution to system transmission losses should be taken into account in the

determination of a priority list. The foregoing was strengthened by the

results of Case IV, in which unit 73, a unit known to contribute greatly

to system transmission losses because of its size and its location in the

system, was removed from the system for the commitment run. The reduc-

for each static list may be seention in costs from Case III to Case IV

in Table II; however, the increase in costs due to use of any static

list rather than the original list was still quite significant. It was

concluded that transmission losses must enter into priority ranking in

This led to the productionorder to realize lowest production costs.

of "dynamic" priority lists.

Dynamic Priority RankingII.2.2

The economic dispatch solution considering transmission losses

gives the most economical generation levels whereby a given power system

can supply a specified load and accompanying system losses, using the
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TABLE II.1

UNIT COMMITMENT CASES USED TO COMPARE PRIORITY LISTS

Case* Conditions

Case I

Same as I except convergence set at ± 1.0 MW.Case II

Same as II except Security Must-Run schedule added.Case III

Same as III except unit 73 Must-Down.Case IV

Case V Peak load = 10000 MW.

Same as V except Hydro generating schedule added.Case VI

Case VII

Schedules added.

Same as VII except Hydro generating schedule added.Case VIII

75 steam units in the system, 24-hour coimiitment period.
*
All cases:

Convergence at ± 10.0 MW.
Security Must-Run and Maintenance Must-Down 
Schedules added.

Peak load = 11500 MW. Convergence criterion for 
economic dispatch set at ± 10.0 MW.

Peak load = 9500 MW. Convergence at ± 10.0 MW. 
Security Must-Run and Maintenance Must-Down

1974 Fuel Prices used.
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TABLE II.2

Priority List

Case S4Original List SI S2 S3

Case I 979256.76

Case II 979603.69

Case III 984280.24

Case IV 984274.94

The second figure

PRODUCTION COSTS* FOR UNIT COMMITMENT RUNS USING 
STATIC PRIORITY LISTS (DOLLARS)

981862.96
2606.20

982288.47
2684.78

988487.02
4206.78

985734.18
1459.24

981884.51
2627.75

985678.89
1403.95

988391.38
4111.14

986124.87
1849.93

988353.17
4072.93

982438.01
3181.25

988363.27
4083.13

985884.47
1609.53

982377.04
3120.28

982973.93
3370.24

*For each run, the total production cost is given.
is the difference in costs between a given run and the same case run 
with the original priority list.
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equal-lambda criterion mentioned earlier. Given the result of an eco

nomic dispatch calculation, the evaluation of the operating cost per

unit of output of each unit is known. It is emphasized that transmis

sion losses are considered in determining the output of each unit.

Consideration of generating units operating within a system, sup-

opposed to individual consideration of units forplying a given load, as

priority ranking as in the static ranking procedure, led to a procedure

which is called dynamic priority ranking [29]. A description of the

procedure follows.

An initial system load equal to a preselected percentage of the

total capacity of the units to be ranked is chosen, and an economic dis-

The cost per unit of output for each unitpatch solution is obtained.

the economic dispatch results, and the highest-

This unit is removed from the system and placedcost unit is selected.

in the first (i.e. most expensive) position in the priority list, and

the system load is reduced by the capacity of the unit removed. An

economic dispatch solution is then obtained for the reduced load and the

Unit costs are calculated, the highest-cost unit isreduced system.

selected, removed from the system and placed in the next most expensive

position in the priority list, and the system load is reduced by the

This process is followed iterativelycapacity of the unit removed.
until all the units are included in the list.

As a practical matter, the sequence of economic dispatch calcula

tions may be terminated when the system load (in the iterative process)

reaches a level approximating the base load on the real system being

considered; the remaining units are ranked statically to complete the

The rationale here is that these units will carry thepriority list.

is calculated based on
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mitted economically, so they need not be ranked dynamically. This re

sults in a small saving of computer time in producing a priority list.

Dynamic priority lists were produced using the procedure described

with initial system load between 80 percent and 90 percent of available

capacity. set at 90 because this approximates

the maximum load that can be supplied with sufficient generation remain

ing for losses and reserves. Lists produced for initial loads of 90

percent, 88 percent, 85 percent, and 82 percent of capacity are identi

fied as lists DI, D2, D3, and D4, respectively. It is noted that system

data for 1973 was also used to produce these lists. Results of unit

commitment studies using the dynamic priority lists are given in Table

II.3.

Comparison of production cost figures obtained with dynamic priority

lists and with the original list showed that while lower production costs

were realized from use of dynamic priority rankings rather than static

rankings, use of the original list resulted in still lower production

This suggested the necessity that each unit's contribution tocosts.

transmission losses should be given even more consideration in priority

ranking.

The transmission loss penalty factor, equation (II.2.3), is a quanti

ty which relates transmission loss in a system to the output of a partic

ular generating unit. These penalty factors are calculated as part of

the economic dispatch solution and so are available for use in a dif-

To emphasize each unit's contribution to totalferent computation.

transmission loss, the dynamic priority-ranking procedure was altered

by multiplying each unit's cost per unit of output by the penalty factor

The maximum percentage was

base load as long as they are available and therefore will not be com-
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associated with that unit. The resulting

used to determine the highest-cost unit at each step in the process.

It may be seen that if an increase in a unit's output will increase

the system transmission losses, that unit's penalty factor will be greater

than unity, and multiplication of the cost per unit of output by the

penalty factor will adjust the cost figure upward. Thus the use of pen

alty factors in priority ranking penalizes units which the greatercause

increase in system losses as their outputs increase.

Priority lists were obtained using penalty factors in the iterative

procedure described above for initial system loads of 90 percent, 88

percent, and 85 percent of capacity; these are called lists D5, D6, and

D7, respectively. Production costs realized with use of these lists in

a series of unit commitment runs are also given in Table II.3.

In those instances in which certain units may not enter into any

economic determination of the best, i.e. least costly, combination of

units required to supply a given load, it may be desirable to exclude

These situations might occur whensuch units from the priority ranking.

units are scheduled down for maintenance, or when certain units are

scheduled to operate continuously regardless of economics for system

The exclusion of scheduled units from the priority rankarea security.

ing was easily added to the program which produced the priority lists,

and additional priority lists were obtained using this capability. Pri

ority list D8 was produced using

capacity, using penalty factors, and incorporating the "Security Must-

List D9 was obtained usingRun" schedule used in Case III, Table II. 1.

initial load of 90 percent of capacity with both

the "Security Must-Run" schedule and a typical "Maintenance Must-Down"

penalty factors for an

an initial system load of 90 percent of

"adjusted cost" figures were
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schedule considered.

The procedure outlined for producing a dynamic priority ranking of

generating units can take into account very easily new or revised system

data, such as new fuel prices or new loss constants which might reflect

changes in the system transmission network. To demonstrate the impor-

soon as they are available in

obtaining priority lists, two additional lists were produced using 1974

unit data, which notably includes fuel prices for each unit. Lists DIO

and Dll were obtained using penalty factors, using the 1974 unit data,

and using an initial system load of 90 percent of capacity. List DIO

ranked all of the 75 units in the system; this list is comparable to list

Both the "Security Must-Run" and "Maintenance Must-Down" schedulesD5.

were used in producing list Dll, which was true also for list D9. Re

sults of unit commitment runs which made use of Priority lists DIO and

Dll are given in Table II.3.

Comparison of Priority ListsII.3

Examination of the data given in Table II. 2 resulting from use of

static priority lists in UC solutions shows that in all cases considered,

of static priority lists resulted in higher production costs thanuse

This observation led to the con-did use of the original priority list.

elusion that the dynamic consideration of units including contributions

to transmission losses was necessary for priority ranking.

Several significant results may be seen in Table II.3. Considering

Cases II and III, it is evident that use of priority lists obtained using

penalty factors allows realization of lower production costs in a unit

commitment case than does use of a priority list produced without the

It may be seen that even though production costsuse of penalty factors.

tance of using these type of data as
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decrease when hydro generation is added to the system, apparently the

total production cost becomes more sensitive to priority ranking. The

fuel price data was considered, and the reduction in production cost with

list demonstrates the value of the ability to update the priority ranking.

From the foregoing it is concluded that use of a static priority

ranking procedure is inadequate for obtaining a priority list to use in

a unit commitment solution for the purpose of realizing minimum produc

tion costs. The results demonstrate the necessity of accounting for

transmission losses in obtaining a priority ranking. This necessity was

schedule was included in the UC problem. This case also served to demon

strate the desirability of using the transmission-loss penalty factor in

obtaining a measure of the cost of a unit for priority ranking.

While the results shown in Table II.3 indicate that no economic

gain was realized from excluding units scheduled for maintenance from

the priority ranking, an additional point not given in the table is the

Production costs are the sums of two components, the costfollowing.

for fuel and the cost associated with starting units which have been off-

Cases using a priority list for which units on maintenance wereline.

not ranked had fuel costs considerably lower than did the same cases

using the original priority list, but the former cases had much higher

This indicates that a unit's startup cost might betotal startup costs.

considered as part of its cost measure for priority ranking.

Finally it is noted that the most significant reductions in produc

tion costs were realized with use of updated priority lists which were

most dramatic change in production costs obviously occurred when new

emphasized by the result of the case in which a "Security Must-Run"

use of a new priority list compared with use of the original priority
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obtained based on new system data, compared with use of the original

priority list. These results emphasize the value of the ability quickly

and easily to update a priority list to reflect changing conditions in a

power system when the objective is to realize minimum production costs.



CHAPTER III

PUMPED-STORAGE HYDROELECTRIC GENERATION

III.l Description

The use of water naturally flowing from a high elevation to a lower

elevation as a source of energy that can be converted to an electrical

form is a familiar concept. Many electric power systems have hydro

electric generating units as part of their installed capacity. In some

parts of the United States, hydro generation has been very extensively

developed where considerable water supply existed. Notable examples are

the Columbia River projects of the Bonneville Power Administration in

the northwestern United States and the projects on the Tennessee River

system developed by the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Utilization of naturally-falling water for generation of electrical

the least expensive way to produce the energy. Thereenergy is perhaps

is no ’’fuel cost” associated with the water; the water is How-

having a supply of water at theto generate dependsever, the ability on

Seasonal variations in rainfall and othertime when energy is needed.

natural sources of water are not always such as to provide a supply of

One approach to having a supply ofwater when the requirement exists.

water when it is needed is to impound quantities of water in large res

ervoirs during periods when the water is available and to release it for

generation when energy is required.

A fairly recent innovation which allows more control over matching

the supply of water to the need for energy is the use of pumped storage

25

’’free’’.
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[11,12]. Essentially water is pumped from a low level to a higher level

during times of low energy demand (load) so that it can be used later to

generate electrical energy when demand is high. The pumping does of

course require energy which must come from the system of which the

pumped-storage plant is a part, but that energy is available during low-

load periods and is comparatively inexpensive.

Recent literature 113-22] indicates the wide interest in pumped

As of 1975, there were thirty-five pumped-storage projects instorage.

operation or under construction in the United States and Canada alone

[21], with several others pending, and there were many other such projects

in other parts of the world [11].

The first pumped-storage project in the United States went into

operation in 1929 [21] in Connecticut. It remained the only pumped-

storage project in the country until 1950, when the Buchanan Dam was

completed by the Lower Colorado River Authority [12]. Both of these

installations used separate machines for pumping and for generating. In

1956, the first reversible pump/turbine was installed in the Hiwassee

Dam of the Tennessee Valley Authority system [21]. This type of machine,

when coupled to a synchronous electrical machine, can be driven by falling

water and in turn drive the synchronous machine which will function
On the other hand, when thegenerator to produce electrical energy.

synchronous machine is supplied with electrical energy from a power

system, it will function as a motor; and if rotation is opposite from

the direction of rotation for generator operation, it will drive the

pump to force water to
Since the development of the reversible pump/turbine, virtually all

the pumped-storage projects in the United States have had this type of

a higher level for later use.

as a
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machine installed. The purop/turbine is typically of the Francis type

[23], i.e. Other names used for

the pump-turbine unit

"runner".

Pumped-storage projects are classified into types according to their

physical features. A pure-pumped-storage project is one in which the

only inflow into the upper reservoir is from pumping. The upper reser

voir probably would be man-made in whole or in part, while the lower

reservoir could be a natural or man-made body of water. Examp les of

this type of project are the Ludington project in Michigan [12,13], in

which the upper reservoir is held on the top of a mountain by a man-made

dam or dike, and Lake Michigan is used as the lower reservoir, and the

Raccoon Mountain project in Tennessee [16,17], in which the upper reser

voir is a man-made lake on top of a mountain and the lower reservoir is

the impoundment behind a dam on the Tennessee river.

Thus inflow into theinstalled in a conventional river dam project.

The Hiwasseereservoir is from natural flow as well as pumping.upper

example of this type of installation.

Variations on the above-mentioned types are possible, depending on

physical and geological features of the area surrounding the project and

on the possible use of the project for other purposes in addition to

generation, such as irrigation or municipal water supply [11,18].

Effects on System Operating EconomicsTIL. 2

It was stated earlier that operation of a pumped-storage project in

a fixed-blade, diagonal-flow machine.

dam project mentioned earlier is an

are "waterwheel" or more simply "wheel", "hy-

a power system would consist of pumping water to an upper reservoir

draulic runner", or

The second type of project is one in which pumped-storage units are

III.2.1 Meeting Peak Demands
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during low-demand periods, using energy from other sources in the system

to do the pumping, and using the water to produce electrical energy

during periods of high demand. This type of operation can be visualized

example of which is shown in Figure III.l. Instead of being a continuous

time quantized into one-hour intervals. This is done to conform with

operating practices of many utility companies, as mentioned in a previous

chapter.

The cyclic nature of the demand

Figure III.l. The minimum load, occurring at 3 A.M., is 62.2 percent of

the maximum load, which on this particular curve is shown occurring

between 6 P.M. and 8 P.M. A system must have sufficient generating

capacity to supply this peak load, along with losses and reserve re-

At other times, when demand is less thanquirements, when it occurs.

maximum, some of this capacity is unused; the amount of unused capacity

is greatest during the early morning hours when load is lowest. It is

this capacity that can be used to supply energy for pumping in a pumped-

storage plant.

Concerning use of the stored water for generation at times of

highest demand, there are two situations in which this source of energy

is important.

Consider a situation in a power system in which the maximum demand

plus losses plus reserve requirements represents a level of power greater

than the available conventional generating capacity, i.e. capacity

represented by steam generating units and possibly conventional hydro

This could come about because of an unexpectedly high peak demand,units.

on a power system is evident in

curve, the demand curve is shown as a piecewise-constant curve, with

with the aid of a typical twenty-four-hour demand (load) curve, an
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In any case, the

ing could be used to supply the peak load, thereby allowing the system

to satisfy its customers' demand for energy without having to take such

"load shedding", which amounts to disconnecting some

users from the system in order to be able to supply the remainder with

needed energy.

Thus, pumped storage would increase the system's peak-load-handling

capability. In a situation like the one described above, economic oper

ation is not a controlling factor for the system so much as is the

ability to supply the peak demand.

Because of its usefulness in handling peaks in demand, pumped

storage generating capacity is referred to as "peaking capacity" or

"peaking generation". It is recognized that other types of generating

units are referred to as "peaking units"

as combustion-turbine (CT) units. Other sources of peaking generation

will be dealt with in a subsequent section of this paper.

System Energy EconomyIII.2.2

In situations somewhat less demanding than the one described above,

in which the system has the capability to supply its peak load with

conventional generation capacity or perhaps with modest assistance from

peaking generation, there is still a very significant application of

Using energy from thepumped-storage operation in a power system.

system's conventional generating capacity to pump water to a higher

level during periods of low load and then allowing the water to generate

electrical energy when demand is high has the effect of decreasing the

or "peaking generation", such

of one or more generating units, for example.

drastic measures as

or it could occur because of the failure and consequent unavailability

generation capacity represented by the water previously stored by pump-
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amount of cyclic variation in the daily demand curve, Figure III.l.

This in turn can have the effect of decreasing total production cost for

the system.

generated by water falling from the upper reservoir is always less than

the amount of energy required to pump the same amount of water to the

upper reservoir. A generally accepted rule is that three units of energy

are expended in pumping for every two units of energy generated [11].

The ratio of an amount of energy generated to the corresponding amount

of energy used for pumping is called the energy efficiency or cycle ef

ficiency. For the rule mentioned above the cycle efficiency has a value

of 0.667. Actual values of cycle efficiencies have been reported for

several operating pumped storage projects in the range of 0.62 to 0.71

[11,13,17,19]. Thus the value of 0.667 for cycle efficiency would seem

to be a reasonable one.

Characteristically, as load on a power system increases, the unit

Put another way, thecost of generating electrical energy increases.

cost of a unit of energy generated at the time when load is minimum is

less than the cost of the same amount of energy produced when the system

The primary reason for this is theis experiencing maximum demand.

diversity of types of generating units found in a typical power system,

The base load is supplied by the leastas was mentioned in Chapter I.
As load increases and

more units are required to supply the demand, the greater costs of the

additional units cause the unit cost or incremental cost of energy to

increase.

costly units (per unit of output) in a system.

pumped-storage plant is far from ideal; the amount of electrical energy

It must be understood that the pumping—generating cycle in a
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It can be seen, then, that the unit cost associated with energy

used for pumping would be less than the unit cost of energy produced

by conventional generating units to supply the peak load on the system.

A comparison between the latter cost and the "value" of energy stored in

generate less energy than was used to pump it to the upper reservoir).

If the difference between unit costs of energy produced at minimum load

and at maximum load is great enough, the value, or equivalent unit cost,

of the stored energy due to pumped storage may be less than the unit

cost of energy produced at maximum load by conventional generation. In

such a case, it is clear that lower production costs would result by

supplying the peak demand with energy from pumped storage rather than

with energy from conventional generation.

In terms of the demand curve, Figure III.l, the utilization of the

pumping/generating cycle of pumped-storage plants as outlined above has

of the load from times of peak demand to

times of minimum, or valley, demand, with the consequent effect of de

riving the same total energy, represented by the area under the curve,

from the system but obtaining a greater portion of the total energy

In actuality, the total energy pro-from less costly generating units.

However, the totaldue to the cycle efficiency being less than unity.

production cost can be significantly less for this type of operation

This mode of

Savings in productionit might also be referred to as

by the cycle efficiency (to account for the fact that the water can

than for operation of the system without pumped storage.
as "energy economy" [12];

the effect of shifting some

duced by the system is greater in the case where pumped storage is used,

operation of a pumped storage plant is known 
"load levelling".

a reservoir by pumping can be made by dividing the cost of pumping energy
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costs due to pumped-storage operation will be demonstrated in the UC

solutions given in Chapter V.

III.3 Additional Aspects of Pumped Storage

While the primary emphasis in this paper is on the abilities of

pumped storage to enable a power system to supply its peak demand and to

contribute to operating economies by effectively shifting load from peak

hours to valley hours, there are other features of pumped-storage

projects which are or

These features are discussed in the following.

III.3.1 Pump Starting

Operation of a pumped-storage project in the pumping mode implies

that the generating units rotate in the reverse direction, i.e. opposite

to the direction of rotation for generator operation, and that the

electrical machines receive energy from the power system and operate as

(Themotors to drive the hydraulic machines which operate as pumps.

foregoing applies to reversible pump/turbine units. The following com

ments are equally valid for projects which have separate machines for

pumping and for generating; the number of such projects is very small

122].) Some method must be provided to start the motors before pumping

operation can begin.

It is well-known that three-phase synchronous motors develop torque

only at synchronous speed [24] and that auxiliary means must be provided

to enable such motors to develop starting torque and to accelerate to

Some eight different methods for pumpoperating (synchronous) speed.

under construction in North America [22]. These eight pump start methods

starting have been reported for pumped-storage projects in operation or

can be significant in overall system operation.
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line, reduced voltage; (3) Reduced voltage by transformer taps; (4) Re

duced voltage by series reactors; (5) Wound rotor pony motor; (6) Back-

to-back synchronous start; (7) Static converter synchronous start;

(8) Semi-synchronous start from another unit.

The details of these various starting methods are not of interest

here. What is important for the present discussion is that each method

requires a certain amount of energy to accelerate the motor to its

operating speed, that some methods require more energy than others, and

that some of the methods take energy from the power system in an electri

cal form while the others require water from the upper reservoir, thus

using some of the stored energy.

Methods (1) - (5) and (7) require electrical energy from the power

Method (5) involves use of a small wound-rotor induction motorsystem.

(pony motor) directly connected to the pump motor shaft; this pony motor

Methodis used to accelerate the pump motor and pump to synchronism.

(7) makes use of a static electronic frequency converter to supply start

ing energy to the pump motor [25,26]; by varying the frequency of the

The names of methods (1) - (4) should be self-to its synchronous speed.

Method (1) would accelerate a pump motor to synchronousexplanatory.

speed in the shortest time; method (7) would probably take the longest

Concurrently, method (1)time to accelerate a motor to synchronism.

would impose the most severe energy burden on the surrounding system.

severe drop in the magnitude

of system voltage.

voltages applied to the motor from zero to the power system frequency,

are the following: (1) Across the line, full voltage; (2) Across the

the pump motor can be made to accelerate with the increasing frequency

Use of full voltage starting could cause a
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The remaining two starting methods require the use of two machines

in a pumped-storage plant. The two machines have their armature windings

directly connected, with proper regard for phase sequence, so that the

motor will rotate in the proper direction.

ator to start the second The difference between the two methods isone.

that in synchronous starting, both machines are at standstill with their

fields excited, and as water is admitted to the generator's turbine and

accelerates it, the motor also accelerates toward synchronous speed; in

method (8) , the generator is running at reduced speed when the motor is

connected to it, whereupon the motor accelerates (by induction-motor

torque) to a speed nearly equal to the generator's speed, is synchronized

with the generator by applying field excitation, and accelerates with the

generator toward synchronous speed as more water is admitted to the

generator's turbine. These two methods of pump starting take energy

from the storage in the upper reservoir. Method (8) will accelerate a

motor to synchronism faster than method (6) at the price of a greater

amount of energy required for starting.

additional amount of energy must be used to "de

water" the runner prior to pump starting. Compressed air is used to

level below the wheel, in

Afterorder to decrease the load with which the motor must be started.

the motor has accelerated to synchronous speed and is synchronized with

the power system, air pressure is released and water is allowed to cover

the runner so that pumping can begin.

The method of pump

Whatever method is used, however, itproject depends on many factors.

must be recognized that there is

One machine acts as a gener-

starting chosen for a particular pumped-storage

In all cases, an

a requirement for starting energy which

depress the water around the water wheel to a
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must be borne by the system and whose cost is part of the total cost of

producing energy.

III.3.2 Reserve Capacity

A power system must have

available over and above its demand at any given time. The purpose of

this requirement is to protect the system against the unforeseen loss of

part of its on-line generating capacity. The amount of reserve capacity

in a system at a given time depends on the system's operating rules and

practice, but at least the reserve capacity should be great enough to

enable the system to accomodate the loss of its largest on-line unit.

Generating units in a pumped-storage plant can be used advantageously

to provide reserve capacity for the system. When not being used for

generating, the units can be left connected to the system and rotating.

Although the machines would beaccurate description of their operation.

turning in the proper direction for generator operation, their mode of

operation is such that they draw electrical energy from the system; hence

In the event of loss of a generatingthe operation is that of a motor.

unit, hydro units that are motoring can be loaded very quickly to assume

some

A further point is that

Thus itated as

would perform the dual function of providing reserve capacity and gener

ating reactive power for the system.

The preceding statements regarding the reserve capacity of a gen

erating unit in a pumped-storage plant could be made equally as well for

In this regard, however, there

a hydro unit which is motoring can be oper-

a synchronous condenser [5] by overexciting its field.

a conventional hydro generating unit.

or all of the load previously supplied by the unit which has failed.

a certain amount of generating capacity

In this condition, the machines are said to be "motoring", which is an
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additional capabilities unique to reversible pumping/generating

units.

A reversible unit can operate as a motor or a synchronous condenser

when turning in either direction. If a unit were motoring while rotating

in the pumping direction, there would be a slightly longer time involved

in stopping the unit, accelerating it to synchronous speed in the gen

erating direction, and loading it than if it had been turning in the

generating direction while it was motoring. Nevertheless, the time in

volved to load a hydro unit is a few minutes at most.

Furthermore, a unit which is operating at its rated capacity as a

This can be il-pump represents reserve capacity of twice its rating.

lustrated by an example. Suppose a unit is pumping at its rated power

of 200 MW when a large steam unit suddenly fails. By stopping the putnp-

of the demand previously carried by the steam unit. In a matter of a

very few minutes, perhaps two or three at most, the hydro unit can be

reversed, accelerated to synchronous speed in the generating direction,

and loaded to its rating of 200 MW to supply additional demand in the

Thus it is seen that a reversible unit, when it is pumping,system.

represents reserve capacity equal to twice its rating.

Alternate Sources for Peaking GenerationIII. 4

In addition to pumped-storage hydro generation, a power system may

have alternate or additional sources of generation for supplying peak

This subject is included in the present chapterthe system.

of sources of generation for peak demands.for completeness in the area

Conventional hydro generation is the most favorable source of energy

at other times, be-for a power system, whether at peak demand hours or

are some

demands on

ing operation, 200 MW of capacity is immediately available to supply some
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cause of its low cost.

the fuel cost associated with this generation method is Unfortu-zero.

nately, in most cases the available supply of water is limited so that

of hydro generation is correspondingly limited. Further, rainfalluse

tends to be less in the summer months when peaking requirements are high

in certain systems, further limiting the use of hydro generation in those

systems for peaking purposes. It was pointed out in a previous section

that use of pumped storage can mitigate these unfavorable features of

hydro generation and expand its usefulness in a system.

bustion engines) are used for peaking generation. These units are

comparatively small in size and therefore are fairly flexible as to

sufficient number of the units may be placed at a site

They are capable of quick startsto attain a desired amount of capacity.

and can be loaded to capacity in

However, their operation issuited for peaking or reserve capacity.

comparatively expensive, so that if there were a choice of a source of

generation for supplying peak demand, CT generation would not be the

A point which should not be overlooked is the following:first choice.

CT generating units (or diesel-engine-driven units) can be placed at

strategic points through a system for use not only as peaking sources

but also for emergency sources of energy to be used in case of a massive

Placement of this type of capacity near a steam plantsystem failure.

could make it possible to start the plant and put it on line following

a complete outage, whereas without the source of emergency power nearby,

the steam plant likely could not get itself started.

In the next chapter, incorporation of the ability automatically to

As mentioned previously, the water is free, so

their location; a

a very short time; thus they are well

Generating units driven by combustion turbines (or internal com-
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schedule peaking generation into UC solutions is considered. Primary

emphasis is placed on pumped storage as a source of peaking capacity.



CHAPTER IV

A unit commitment solution for a power system consists of schedules

of combinations of generating units to operate during a commitment peri

od, and output levels of those units, to supply a specified demand, the

schedules being obtained subject to prevailing constraints and such that

production cost for the commitment period is minimum. The generating

units referred to are usually "conventional" units, i.e. steam-powered

units. Examples of constraints that must be considered are: units that

are required to operate continuously for system security; units that are

not available because of maintenance; specified schedules for convention

unit which has restrictions placed on its opera

tion because of age, damage, or some other reason; scheduled interchange

contractual basis with neighboring power companies; etc.

To make a distinction between generation scheduled by a UC solution

and generation scheduled by operating rules, contracts, or other con

straints, the following convention is used: operation of a generating

unit dictated by a UC solution is termed "commitment" of that unit, while

operation by virtue of a constraint on the UC solution is termed

"scheduling" of a unit or other source of energy.

ceding paragraph, reference to interchange and hydro generation as being

It may be observed

that scheduling of an

40
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INTO UNIT-COMMITMENT SOLUTIONS

a steam unit or other source (a hydro unit or

on a

al hydro generation; a

"scheduled" is consistent with the above convention.

Note that in the pre-
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interchange point, for example) is done for a reason other than its being

part of a UC solution, while commitment of a steam unit is the direct re

sult of a UC solution.

The subject of this chapter is incorporation of the determination

of pumped-storage operation into the solution of the UC problem. By its

nature, pumped-storage generation is intended for intermittent operation,

in contrast with the continuous operation possible with steam-powered

generating units. Since pumped-storage generation requires that water

be available in an upper reservoir, any scheduled generation requires

that pumping also be scheduled, to assure that water will be available

for the next time at which generation is needed.

It is useful to designate the automatic scheduling of pumped-

storage operation (as a part of

to distinguish it from

It is then possible to refer to allocation of pumped-storage units for

pumping as well as to allocation of pumped-storage units for generation.

A further advantage of this designation is that it may be applied to

automatic scheduling of other sources of peaking generation, such as CT

uni ts.

Allocation Criteria for Pumped Storage OperationIV. 1

Two situations have been mentioned previously in which pumped-

storage generation can play an important part in the operation of a power

The first is the case in which pumped-storage generation prosystem.

vides sufficient generating capacity to enable the system to supply a

peak demand which could not be supplied by conventional generation alone.

of pumped-storage generation as peaking

The second situation in which pumped-storage operation iscapacl ty.

a UC solution) as "allocation", in order

"commitment" of conventional generating units.

Clearly this represents the use
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important in system operation occurs in its use for load levelling, in

what has been called mode of operation. If it be

utilization of pumped storage, then means must be devised for determining

their existence in the process of obtaining a UC solution.

It should be noted that the uses of pumped storage for peaking

capacity and for energy economy are not exclusive of each other. Pumped-

storage projects can serve both functions in a power system. At the

same time, however, it should also be noted that the peaking-capacity

function is not necessarily one which improves operating economics, while

the energy-economy utilization is for the purpose of improving economics,

i.e. reducing production costs. Indeed, if a utility company is faced

with an abnormally high peak demand, economic considerations become

secondary to the matter of supplying the peak demand without resorting

to the kind of emergency measures referred to in the preceding chapter,

such as load shedding. The same kind of situation, i.e. a requirement

for peaking generation, could occur with normal demand levels in the

event of unavailability of one or more large generating units. Either

be considered as part of the set of conditionsof these situations might

UC solution would be desired.

situations mentioned above will be developed in the following sections.

Peaking GenerationIV. 1.1

The determination of the need for peaking generation during a com-

The demand on the powermitment period is

system and the amount of available generating capacity are known for the

Typically the commitment period is quantized intocommitment period.

a straightforward matter.

for which a

Criteria for allocation of pumped-storage operation for the two

an "energy economy"

established that one or both of the above situations represent desirable
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the demand and the available capacity are known

for each hour of the period. Comparison of the total demand with the

available capacity at each hour determines the hours, if any, during

which peaking capacity is needed for the system to be able to satisfy

the requirements.

More specifically, the criterion for allocation of peaking genera

tion may be stated as follows: at any hour in which the difference be-

specified value A, peaking generation is required. Mathematically, if

(IV. 1.1)

peaking is required. The amount of peaking generation required to be

allocated at any hour for which inequality (IV. 1.1) is satisfied could

be just the amount needed to reduce the difference between capacity and

(evidently this is the minimum amount) , or the amount al

located could be greater, determined in part by the value of the parame-

The value used for A would depend on such things as operatingter A.

knowledge of the behavior of the power

A value of 100 MW for A, for instance,system under high-load conditions.

would provide a degree of flexibility in making the transition from sup

plying load from conventional sources to the use of peaking generation,

which is pumped—storage generation in this discussion.

of inequality (IV.1.1) requires know-

The amount of transmissionledge of transmission losses in the system.

function of the output levels of all

of the generating units

loss is usually considered to be a

in the system [Appendix A], which are not known

tween available generation and the sum of system load, transmission

(the total demand), is less than a

rules of the power company and a

one-hour intervals, so

demand to zero

It may be recognized that use

losses, and required reserve,

V A ’
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at the time during the solution process when the need for peaking genera

tion is determined. Thus it is necessary to estimate the amount of

transmission loss in order to determine whether peaking generation is

needed. The loss is estimated as a fraction of the load on the system;

by this means it is possible to determine the need for peaking capacity

prior to performing the economic dispatch calculations which determine

the output levels of the generating units. Typically the transmission

loss would be estimated to be four to six percent of the system load.

When the need for peaking generation is met, there is assurance

that the available generation in the system is sufficient to meet the

demand at all hours of the commitment period, so the UC solution can be

obtained in the usual way. It should be noted that if demand exceeds

available generating capacity at any hour, there is no UC solution for

that hour , i. e. there is no combination of generating units that can

supply the demand at any cost.

When pumped-storage generation is allocated, it is necessary to al

locate (or to schedule) pumping operation to restore some or all of the

Allocation of pumpingwater used for generating to the upper reservoirs.

will be considered following the discussion of generation allocation for

energy economy operation.

Energy Economy GenerationIV.1.2

Use of pumped storage in

load to be shifted from peak hours to valley-load hours, thereby allow

ing a reduction in production cost by virtue of greater use of the more

Since lowest production cost

extension of any UC

efficient generating units in the system.

is the objective of the UC solution, it is a natural and reasonable 

solution procedure to include allocation of pumped-

an energy economy mode of operation allows
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storage generation for energy economy.

The criterion for allocation of pumped storage generation must be

based on the incremental energy cost for the system. Typically incremen

tal cost increases as demand, and therefore generation, increase. As

demand rises through the portion of the commitment period leading to the

peak demand, successive increments in energy required to meet the demand

have successively higher unit costs associated with them. If an incre

ment of energy can be supplied by pumped-storage generation at a lower

unit cost than if it were supplied by conventional generation, lower

production cost would be the result. Thus it is seen that the incremen

tal cost of energy for the system operating at a given level of generation

must be compared with the unit cost to the system of an Increment of

energy supplied from pumped storage.

In Chapter III, the equivalent cost, or value, of the stored energy

was stated to be the cost of energy required for pumping water to the

reservoir divided by the cycle efficiency of the pumped-storage plant,

the latter being done to account for the fact that less energy is avail

able for generation than was required for pumping. This value of the

per-unit basis) with the incremental

Whenever the value of the stored energy isenergy cost for the system.

exceeded by the system incremental cost, allocation of pumped-storage

Similar consideration of costs for schedulinggeneration is indicated.

of pumped-storage operation has been reported 127].

The actual allocation of pumped-storage generation must depend on

the criterion given in the preceding paragraph. If the amount of stored

the amount of energy available for generation as well as satisfaction of

be saved for comparison (on a

stored energy can be determined at the time pumping takes place and can
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energy were unlimited, the allocation criterion would be to allocate as

much generation as needed to supply the demand at all times when the

system incremental cost exceeds the value of the stored Theenergy.

upper reservoir of

and therefore only a finite amount of energy will be available.

Allocation of this finite amount of energy available from pumped

storage should be done so that the greatest reduction of production costs

If it is accepted that system incremental cost increases as deoccurs.

mand increases, the following allocation criterion will accomplish the

Allocate generation such that the highestaforementioned objective:

levels of demand are supplied by pumped-storage generation; allocate

generation in this way until all available energy is allocated or until

further use of pumped-storage generation would reduce the system incre-

The foregoingmental cost below the unit value of the stored energy.

has the effect of flattening the peaks in the demand variation with time,

more flat demand variation to be supplied by the

It is recognized that theconventional generating units in the system.

peaks in demand variation may not be entirely flattened, but rather may

This is due to the power limits on the genera-be merely made smaller.

ting equipment; at any time the amount by which the demand can be reduced

is limited to the maximum power limit of the available generating units.

IV.1.3 Pumping

Whenever pumped-storage generation is utilized, pumping must be

scheduled to restore water to the upper reservoir for later use. Pumping,

which represents a demand on the conventional generating equipment in the

As indicated earlier, whensurplus of generating capacity available.

effectively producing a

system, should be done at times of lowest system load when there is a

a pumped-storage project will have a finite capacity,
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load is lowest, the incremental cost for the system is lowest, so it is

at this time that pumping can be done at the least cost to the system.

The objective of pumping should be to fill the upper reservoirs of

the pumped-storage projects in the system. The accomplishment of this

the length of time during which pumping

is allowed. An economic criterion restricting pumping to be done only

when the system incremental cost is below a certain value could be em

ployed, but a more easily implemented scheme is arbitrarily to restrict

pumping to a specified time period during the day. This time period

should span the time at which minimum system load occurs, and its length

prevailing conditions in a given system such as

actual cycle efficiencies of units in a plant, the amount of natural in

flow to the upper reservoir, local constraints effecting the supply of

A typical pumping period might bewater available for pumping, etc.

from midnight to 6 A.M. for a weekday, with on

weekends because of reduced load levels.

Presuming that pumping is to be allocated on an hour—by—hour basis,

the first allocation of pumping should be at the hour during the allowed

Since pump starting requires extrapumping period when load is lowest.

energy, it is desirable not to start a unit more than once in any day’s

Therefore, any allocation of pumping operation beyondpumping period.

the first should be at an hour adjacent to the ones in which the unit

Allocation should continue for allhas already been allocated to pump.

If there are more thanallowed hours or until the reservoir is filled.

one unit to be allocated for pumping, they may be allocated simultaneously

they could be allocated in a serial fashion.

It is necessary to keep track of water levels in the upper reservoirs

to pump or

probably would depend on

objective obviously depends on

a longer period allowed
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of pumped-storage plants at all times. For generation allocation, the

water level determines the amount of energy available for generation at

any time. For allocation of pumping, knowledge of water levels is

necessary to avoid exceeding the storage limits of the reservoirs.

Natural inflow, such as run-of-river, obviously must be accounted for.

Water levels may conveniently be specified as amounts of energy in con

sidering pumped-storage allocation, thus making it unnecessary to have a

corresponding number of megawatt-hours of stored energy, for example.

Similarly, natural inflows can be given in power values, such as a river

flow of some number of megawatts.

IV. 2 Weekly Operating Cycle

If a substantial amount of pumped-storage generation is allocated,

say in energy economy operation of a system, and if pumping is restricted

to a certain early morning period, it is quite probable that pumping for

the entire allowable pumping period will be insufficient to restore an

amount of water to the upper reservoir equal to the water used the pre-

This is due to the non-ideal pumping/genera-vious day for generation.

Using the previously-cited typical cycle efficiency ofting cycle.

0.667 and assuming equal power ratings for pumping and generating, the

time required to pump

the time required for the same volume of water to1.5 times as great as

fall from the reservoir in generating operation.

Most unit commitment solutions basically consider a commitment peri

day (twenty-four hours), i.e. the power systems whose opera

tions are considered in these solutions operate

If pumped storage is to be operated on a daily cycle, e.g. ifcycle.

on a daily, or one-day,
od of one

a given volume of water to an upper reservoir is

relation between a certain number of meters of reservoir depth and a
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the reservoir is to be full every morning, it is apparent from the fore

going that energy generated by the pumped-storage plant must be restricted

to an amount corresponding to the amount of water that can be pumped back

to the upper reservoir overnight.

A pumped-storage project will most likely be operated on a weekly,

rather than a daily, cycle. Such a cycle is used on the basis that sys

tem demand is lower on weekends than on weekdays, making more energy

available and allowing longer pumping periods on weekends than on week

days .

A typical weekly cycle can be described as follows. At the begin

ning of the week, Monday morning at 8 A.M. , the reservoir is full. An

amount of water is used on Monday afternoon for generation to level the

peak in demand, and part of that amount of water is pumped back to the

reservoir during the early morning hours on Tuesday. Thus on Tuesday

morning at 8 A.M. the reservoir is not full. This kind of operation

continues through Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, such that by

the reservoir is at or near its minimum level.Friday evening, Since

less than on weekdays, a longer pumping time is allowedweekend load is

Some generating is done onand Saturday morning.on Friday night

Saturday afternoon, and a longer pumping time is again used to bring the

reservoir to a higher level on Sunday morning than its level on Saturday

A smaller amount of generation than is used on a weekday ismorning.

used at the time of the peak demand on Sunday afternoon. Early Monday

morning the weekday pumping period is back in effect, and the pumping

is sufficient to fill the reservoir by Monday morning at 8 A.M. , there

by completing the cycle.

The foregoing indicates that the ability to allocate pumped-storage
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UC solution requires that the solution procedure

have the capability to consider Actually

all that is required is the knowledge of conditions in pumped-storage

plants at the beginning of each day and the ability to specify which

twenty-four-hour period during the week is to be considered. Given this

additional capability,

above-stated requirement. This matter will be taken up in the following

chapter with reference to a particular UC solution algorithm.

IV.3 Implementation in a Unit Commitment Algorithm

The capability to allocate pumped-storage units for generating and

for pumping has been included in a program which obtains the UC solution

for a large power system.

For each hour in the commitment period the system load is calculated

based load-variation profile and

The amount of generation available in the system is also calcu-data.

lated for each hour, taking into account units scheduled out of service,

units which are restricted to operate at fixed output levels, scheduled

Transmission losses are estimated as a percentage ofinterchange, etc.

Using the foregoing information,the system load, typically five percent.

generation deficit" is calculated for each hour of the commitment peri-na

od using the relation

(IV.3.1)+ AD = P.

is the total demand on the system (equal to the sum of load,

Whenever the

deficit D is positive, allocation of generation is indicated, and the

before), is the available generation,

and A is a parameter whose value is part of the input data.

a period longer than one day.

D Si

a peak load value which are input

operation as part of a

on a

losses, and required reserves, as

in which

a one-day UC solution procedure would satisfy the
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amount of generation to be allocated is given by the value of D. It can

be seen that specifying a fairly small value of A will result in alloca-

generation to be allocated in greater amounts, approaching an energy

economy mode of operation.

When generation has been allocated in accordance with the deficits

calculated for each hour of the commitment period, the amount of energy

drawn from the reservoir is calculated, and water levels in the reservoir

are changed to reflect the amounts of water used each hour for generation.

Allocation of pumping is then done with the objective of filling

the reservoir. The hour in which the load on the system is lowest is

found, and pumping is allocated for that hour with the pumping unit

operating either at its rating or at a level sufficient to fill the

If the reservoir is not filled after the allocatedreservoir in one hour.

pumping is done, allocation continues at hours adjacent to the ones pre

viously specified for pumping until either the reservoir is filled or

all allowable pumping hours are used.

If more than one unit are available for allocation, the units are

allocated sequentially for both generating and pumping until the criteria

are satisfied or until no more units remain.

It is remarked that the criterion described above for allocation of

pumped-storage generation could be used equally well for allocation of

other types of generating units, particularly CT units used as peaking

capacity.

Specific details concerning UC solutions obtained by digital com

puter solution using a simulated power system and an algorithm in which

allocation capability is incorporated are given in the following chapter.

tion to satisfy peak demand, while a larger value of A would cause



CHAPTER V

The capability to allocate peaking generation was added to a unit

commitment program which was developed in an earlier research effort

[6,7]. In this chapter, a brief description of that program, referred

to as the basic UC program, is given; changes that were made in the

capability and the added programming

are also described. Finally, several examples are presented which demon

strate the utilization of the new UC program.

V.l The Basic Unit Commitment Program

The basic UC program consists of a group of subroutines written in

the FORTRAN language which, when used in the proper manner with a suit

able main program, will obtain a UC solution for a specified power sys

tem which must supply a given load subject to any of several possible

constraints.

The power system is specified for the program in terms of its gen-

Units are identified as to type,erating units and transmission network.
Tie points with neighboring

power systems are also identified as generating units, since they can be

The units themselves are further described by maxisources of energy.
and minimum capacities and, for units-that burn fuel, heat rate andmum

The transmission network is described by afuel price information.

suitable set of loss constants, whose use allows calculation of trans-

52

DIGITAL COMPUTER SOLUTION OF UNIT COMMITMENT
PROBLEM WITH PEAKING ALLOCATION

basic program to accomodate the new

i.e. steam, conventional hydro, or CT.
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mission loss in the system as

of the units [28]. All of these data are given to the program as input.

The load that must be supplied by the system is also provided as

data input, as well as several parameter values which affect the power

system operation, the UC solution, or the way in which the solution is

printed by the computer.

Finally, the operation of any or all of the generating units may be

scheduled by data input; this kind of input represents the usual type of

constraint placed on a UC solution. For example, one or more steam

units could be specified as out of service for maintenance and therefore

not available for generation.

The program accounts for operation of generating units in terms of

The mode of a unit maytwo quantities for each unit: status and mode.

If a unit is not operating, its modebe either

has no meaning.

"Economic Run", "MustThere are four statuses possible for a unit:

Run" , The first and last statuses are

When condi-dictated by economic considerations.

tions other than economic ones take precedence in determining a unit’s

operation, such as scheduling a unit off-line for maintenance, the ap

propriate one of the other two statuses is assumed.

After all inputin the following way.The UC solution is obtained

data has been read in, the system load, reserve generation requirements,

and available generating capacity

At each hour after the first, a combination of units,commitment period.

"fixed"

a function of the generated outputs of all

or "dispatched".

assumed when a unit's operation is controlled by the UC solution; it can

are calculated for each hour of the

be operated or not as

"Must Down", and "Economic Down".

or state, is selected, using a priority list, which has just sufficient
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capacity to supply the total requirement for that hour. A specified

additional number of states is selected for each hour, the number being

supplied as input. Economic dispatch calculations are performed for

each state to be examined, and production costs are obtained for the

Transition costs, representing possible startup or shutdown ofstates.

evaluated. Dynamic programming [8] is used to find the sequence of

states at successive hours of the commitment period which gives lowest

production cost, and the sequence of states is stored for printout.

Results of the UC solution are printed by the computer in two

distinct parts. The first part is a schedule of the operation of all

steam units in the system for each hour of the commitment period beyond

The secondthe first, with the units classified according to status.

part is a summary of the entire commitment period beyond the first hour

in which information such as the clock time, system load, system incre

mental cost of energy, total fuel cost, transition (startup) cost, and

amounts of scheduled hydro or CT generation are printed for each hour,

along with the total production cost for the commitment period.

Changes and Additions to Basic ProgramV.2

Changes that had to be made in the basic UC program were essentially

system data requiredThe first was to allow additionalfor two purposes.
to represent and describe units to be used as peaking sources to be read

The second purpose for makinginto the program and used by the program.

changes was to allow the initial hour of the commitment period and the

that hour to be considered fully in obtaining the UCsystem state at

solution.

units in passing from one hour to the next in the commitment period, are
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eration at specified output levels. To represent reversible, or pumped-

Pumped-storage units

rating, cycle efficiency, pump startup cost,

plant in which the unit is located, and allocation sequence or priority

numbers for generation and pumping. In addition, each pumped-storage

of-river (if any).

Description of CT units was expanded to allow their allocation as

sources of peaking generation. Information provided for CT units includes

maximum and minimum generation limits, allocation sequence or priority

numbers, heat-rate coefficients, and fuel prices.

The INPUT subroutine was changed to enable these new types of data

A listing of this subroutine, with explana-to be read by the program.

tory comments, is contained in Appendix B of this paper.

Program changes to allow full consideration of the initial hour of

the commitment period and its system state were necessary to enable

The basic program allowsconsideration of a weekly pumped-storage cycle.

initial system state (i.e. the status and mode of some or all unitsan

in the system) to be read as input data, but the initial state does not

Appropriate alterations were made in the variousaffect the UC solution.

subroutines to allow inclusion of the first hour and its system state in

The initial state may still be read as data; if thisthe UC solution.

initial state with all units in their default statuses

a number specifying the

plant is represented by values of maximum and minimum storage and run-

that storage be provided in the computer program.

storage, hydro units, more information is required, in turn requiring

does not occur, an

are represented by a maximum and minimum generating rating, a motor

The basic program has provisions for representing conventional

hydro and CT units, with their operation restricted to scheduled gen-
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I see Appendix B] is assumed. Part of the initial state information is

the storage levels for pumped-storage plants. Thus it is by the

mechanism of reading an initial state that storage levels can be passed

from one day to the next within the weekly pumped-storage cycle.

Only one state is considered at the first hour of the commitment

period; no additional states are formed. The initial state, either

read in or assumed, is economically dispatched, and its production cost

is calculated and stored, later to be included in the total production

cost for the entire commitment period. The solution proceeds to the

second and subsequent hours of the commitment period, following the

procedure outlined earlier to find the UC solution.

The system state at the final hour of the period may be read into

storage in the computer to be retained for use as the initial state of

By using a twenty-five hour commitment period,

storing the final system state from one day's UC solution, and using

the initial state for the following day's UC solution,

continuity is preserved through as many days as may be desired for the

consideration of an operating cycle longer than one day, such as a

weekly pumped storage cycle.

Three new subroutines were written to be used with the basic program

to add the allocation of peaking generation to the UC solution. The

operation of each is explained briefly in the following paragraphs.

Details of the three programs, in the form of source program listings,

are contained in Appendix B.

Subroutine PEAK compares total generation requirements with avail

able generating capacity for each hour of the commitment period, using

The value of thethe criterion presented in the previous chapter.

a subsequent UC solution.

that state as
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input information; it can be used to force

allocation of pumped-storage generation even when sufficient capacity is

available to supply load, losses, and reserves. The larger the value of

DELTA, the more pumped-storage generation will be allocated.

If the criterion for peaking does not indicate a need to allocate

generation, a message is printed to indicate no requirement for peaking

allocation, and the basic UC solution proceeds.

If, on the other hand, peaking is required, subroutine ADDPS is

called to allocate generation and pumping. Pumped-storage units are

allocated to generate at or between their upper and lower limits in

sufficient number that the combined output power matches or exceeds the

"deficit" calculated by subroutine PEAK. There is an option that

specifies that pumped-storage units will be allocated to generate at

their respective maximum power limits, if they are allocated at all.

Choice of this option is exercised by the value read for input parameter

MAXGPS {Appendix Bj .

Following generation allocation, program ADDPS allocates units for

pumping, with the objective being to fill the reservoirs. As outlined

in the preceding chapter, the first allocation of pumping occurs at the

In the program, allocation of a unithour having lowest system load.

for pumping is indicated by placing the unit in Must-Run status with a

Allocation of pumping continues atfixed negative value of generation.

adjacent hours to those for which pumping has been allocated, and within

the allowable pumping period, until the reservoir is filled or until

pumping for the entire allowable period is allocated. Units are allocated

for pumping in a specified sequence; if one unit is allocated to pump for

the entire pumping period and is not able to fill its reservoir, then the

parameter DELTA is read as
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next unit will be allocated until all units are allocated or until the

reservoir is filled.

It was stated earlier that the allocation procedure used for pumped—

storage generation allocation could be used for other types of generation

as well. The third subroutine, ADDCT, allocates CT generation in the

CT units are allocated to match

lated in program PEAK, or until all available units are allocated.

The choice of which program to call first for peaking generation

allocation is determined by the value of parameter IPS, which is read

If either type of generation is fully allocated and aas input data.

deficit continues to exist at any hour, the appropriate program is called

indicated need for more generation.

Following CT allocation, the cost of the CT generation is calculated

The CT cost isand retained, to be included in total production cost.

also printed separately on the page containing the commitment summary.

Similarly a startup cost is calculated for pump starting following all

This cost is printed on the summaryallocation of units for pumping.

page and is included in total production cost.

The use of the new UC program is demonstrated by the examples which

follow.

Unit Commitment Solution ExamplesV.3

Studies of three cases are presented which represent the kinds of

operating situations which can be handled by the UC program with peaking

In each case, the power system used is the systemallocation added.

Different constraints aredescribed in Appendix A of this paper.

or exceed the value of "deficit" calcu-

same way that pumped-storage generation is allocated by program ADDPS.

and the alternate peaking source is allocated to match or exceed the
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applied to the various solutions to demonstrate the variety of conditions

that the program can handle and to show the variation in production cos ts

that

V.3.1 Case 1

This case is concerned with the ability of a system to supply a

peak demand which, together with losses and reserve requirements, exceeds

the available conventional generating capacity. All steam units are

assumed available for generating, and no hydro generation or interchange

is scheduled during the twenty-four hour commitment period. Cycling of

The peak load is 15550 MW, and asteam units off-line is not allowed.

value of 100 MW for the peaking parameter DELTA is selected.

Four solutions were obtained for this case, each under different

For the first solution, pumped-storage generationsets of conditions.

All pumped-storage units wereallocated to supply the peak load.was

assumed to be available, and an arbitrary allocation sequence was used.

Units were allocated to generate at levels greater than their minimum

output levels and sufficient to supply the indicated generation deficit.

Pumping was allocated to refill the reservoirs.

The second solution was obtained for the same conditions as used

for the first, with the exception that when units were allocated to

limits.

The third and fourth solutions used CT units to supply the peak

In the third solution, allocationdemand instead of pumped-storage units.

amount of generation equal to

The fourth solution was the samethe indicated deficit was allocated.

that all CT units allocated were "block-loaded",

generate, their output levels were set at their respective maximum

of CT units was done sequentially until an

can result from different operating modes for the system.

as the third except
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Results of the solutions for this case are given in Table V.l.

TABLE V.l

UNIT COMMITMENT RESULTS FOR CASE 1
Solution

1 699.0 1082.3 3496002.16

2 900.2 1365.1 3494086.28

3 652.3 3507963.84

4 704.0 3508077.56

It is evident from the cost figures that use of pumped storage for

peaking generation has an economic advantage over the use of CT genera

tion. The difference between costs for solutions 1 and 3 is nearly

twelve thousand dollars, which is a substantial amount. Since it is the

operate them at maximum rated output, solution 4 (rather than 3) is

shown to represent this mode of operation. For this particular case,

the additional cost of block-loading CT units is seen to be a slightly

more than one hundred dollars.

The striking result is the difference between costs for solutions

With an increase in pumping energy of approximately twenty-1 and 2.

five percent, the total production cost is less for solution 2 than for

This points to the efficacy of energy economy operationsolution 1.

for reducing production costs.

Case 2V.3.2

The operating situation considered here is one in which the

Production
Cost ($)

Peaking 
Generation 

(MWHR)

Pumping 
(MWHR)

i.e. set to operate at their maximum rated output levels.

practice of some utility companies to "block-load" CT units, i.e. to
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conventional generating capacity of the system is sufficient to supply

the peak demand. As in the previous

to be available, and no other generation is scheduled for the twenty-

four hour commitment period. The peak load is 15300 MW, and a value

of 400 MW is selected for DELTA to force allocation of pumped—storage

generation at hours when system load is highest. When they are allo

cated to generate, units are set to operate at their maximum rated out

put levels. Following allocation of generation, units are allocated

for pumping to refill the reservoirs, just as in case 1. The same

sequences used in Case 1 for generating and pumping allocation are used

here.

The first allowed

allocation of pumped-storage units as previously described, and all

steam units were required to run for the entire period (i.e. no cycling

off-line was allowed). The conditions for the second solution were the

same except that steam units were allowed to be cycled off-line (shut

down) when the UC solution indicated that it was economical to do so.

The third and fourth solutions allowed no allocation of pumped-

storage units, so that the entire demand was supplied by the steam units

in the system.

Production costs for the four solutions obtained for case 2 are

given in Table V.2.

The cost figures show that production cost was reduced for the

twenty—four hour commitment period by use of allocation of pumped—

storage for load levelling, both when cycling of steam units was allowed

A much greater saving is possible ifand when cycling was not allowed.

steam units are allowed to be cycled off-line when their capacities are

Four solutions were obtained for this case.

case, all steam units are assumed
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TABLE V.2

UNIT COMMITMENT RESULTS FOR CASE 2

Solution Production Cost ($) Notes

1 3395231.69 Allocation, no cycling.

2 3332442.53

3 3409842.72

4 3342905.81

not needed to meet system demand. These results thus indicate that the

greatest reduction in production costs can be realized by using pumped-

storage in energy economy, or load levelling, operation and by allowing

steam units to be cycled off-line when their capacities are not required

to supply the system demand.

V.3.3 Case 3

A seven-day operating cycle is considered in this case to demonstrate

of pumped storage in energy economy operation to reduce

The system described in Appendix A is again used forproduction costs.

this study, but for simplicity only one of the three pumped-storage

The units in the other plants are placedplants in the system is used.

All

steam units are assumed to be available and to remain on line at all

times, i.e.

A week of system operation is considered. Each twenty-four hour

(day) is assumed to begin at 8 A.M. for convenience,commitment period

of the pumped storage plant is assumed to be full atand the reservoir

the starting point of the study.

No allocation, cycling 
allowed.

Allocation, cycling 
allowed.

effective use

No allocation, no 
cycling.

no cycling is allowed.

on Must-Down status, thus barring their inclusion in the solutions.

8 A.M. on Monday,



with ratings of 225 MW generating and 250 MW pumping each. Cycle

efficiencies are assumed to be 0.74 for all units. The reservoir has

maximum storage of 5900 MWH and minimum storage of 500 MWH. Since this

is a pure pumped-storage plant, there is no run-of-river flow.

A pumping/generating cycle is specified as explained in Chapter IV

that the reservoir will be nearly at its minimum level by Friday nightso

and will be full on Monday morning. The details of the cycle used for

Pumping is restricted to the six-hour period from midnight to 6 A.M.

Monday-Friday. Eight hours of pumping are allowed on Saturday and Sunday.

Thus for pumping at rated capacity, the pumping energy requirements are

known; and knowledge of the cycle efficiency of the units allows deter

mination of the amount by which the reservoir level (represented as

stored energy which is available for generation) will increase for a

given pumping time.

Monday-Friday was found to give the cyclic variation in reservoir level

The cycle is completed by generating atthat was described earlier.

rated capacity for 5.5 hours on Saturday and 4.8 hours on Sunday, along

with the eight hours of allowed pumping

For this operating cycle, the reservoir levels are given in

Times designated by "A.M." correspond to levels beforeTable V.3.

Times designated by "P.M." correspond togeneration is done that day.

levels after generation is finished but before pumping begins.

Actual generating schedules for the weekday (5.5 hour) and Sunday

given for the individual units in Tables V.4

on Monday-Friday, all units pumpand V.5.
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The pumped storage plant is assumed to have three identical units

on Saturday and Sunday.

(4.8 hour) operations are

this study are given in the following paragraph.

Generation at rated capacity for 5.5 hours on

The pumping schedules are:
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TABLE V.3

RESERVOIR LEVELS FOR WEEKLY CYCLE

Reservoir Level (MWH)Time

5900.0Monday A.M.

2187.5Monday P.M.

5517.5Tuesday A.M.

1805.0Tuesday P.M.

5135.0Wednesday A.M.

1422.5Wednesday P.M.

4752.5Thursday A.M.

1040.0Thursday P.M.

4370.0Friday A.M.

657.5Friday P.M.

5097.5Saturday A.M.

1385.0Saturday P.M.

5825.0Sunday A.M.

2585.0Sunday P.M.

5900.0Monday A.M.
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at capacity from midnight to 6 A.M.; on weekends, all units pump at

capacity from 10 P.M. Friday to 6 A.M. Saturday and from 10 P.M.

Saturday to 6 A.M. Sunday.

TABLE V.4

MONDAY-SATURDAY GENERATING SCHEDULE

Time Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

9 A.M. 192.5 MW

10 A.M. 100.0

11 A.M. 90.

12 NOON 90.

1 P.M. 90.

2 P.M. 150. MW150.

150.3 P.M. 150.

150. MW4 P.M. 150.225.

225.225.5 P.M. 225.

225.225.6 P.M. 225.

225.225.7 P.M. 225.

Unit commitment solutions were obtained for each of the seven days

"Day 1" refers to the period from 8 A.M. Monday to 8 A.M.of the cycle.

Peak loadTuesday, "day 2" to the next twenty-four hour period, etc.

15550 MW, and a peak load of 14000 MW was used for

Production costs for the solutions are given inSaturday and Sunday.

Table V.6.

for weekdays was
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TABLE V.5

SUNDAY GENERATING SCHEDULE
Time Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

1 P.M. 90. MW
2 P.M. 150. MW 150.
3 P.M. 150. 150.
4 P.M. 225. 150. 150. MW
5 P.M. 225. 225. 225.
6 P.M. 225. 225. 225.
7 P.M. 225. 225. 225.

TABLE V.6

PRODUCTION COSTS FOR WEEKLY OPERATING CYCLE

Production Cost ($)Day

3,460,643.591

3,460,643.592

3,460,643.593

3,460,643.594

3,349,301.005

2,928,348.566
3,015,600.817

Total Production Cost = 23,135,824.73

This example shows the nature of a weekly operating cycle of a

The weekday propower system using pumped storage for energy economy.

duction costs in Table V.6 may be compared to the costs obtained in

Case 1 for the same peak load but with less use of pumped storage. The
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costs in Table V.6 for days 5, 6, and 7 are lower than the costs for

days 1-4 because of the lower weekend peak-load levels.

The cases presented have all pointed to the uses of pumped storage

in a power system and have indicated that pumped storage operation in a

system can have the effect of reducing energy production cost.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

VI.1 Summary

subject of unit commitment in large power systems: economic priority

ranking of conventional (steam-powered) generating units and the incor

poration of allocation of peaking generation, specifically pumped-storage

generation, into unit commitment solutions.

Fundamentally, the Importance of ranking steam units according to

some criterion is evident. If some ranking were not used, it would be

impossible to obtain a UC solution simply because of the impossibly

large computational requirements to evaluate possible combinations of

It was shown that use of a priority ranking reducesgenerating units.

the number of possible combinations of N generating units in a system to

exactly N.

The approach given in Chapter II for obtaining an economic priority

ranking of steam units takes into account the units' behavior when oper

ating in a large system; in particular, units' individual contributions

to total transmission losses in the system are considered. The results

show that the approach is flexible and easily implemented. A variety

of system conditions which might have effects on economic operation of

a system can be accounted for in obtaining a priority list using this

Further, it is quite simple to update the priority list toapproach.
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This work has been concerned with two areas within the larger
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account for changes in the power system or in economic conditions which

affect the system.

Pumped-storage hydroelectric generation is a fairly new innovation

in electric power systems. Among the various schemes proposed or imple

mented for energy storage in power systems [4], pumped storage has the

greatest promise for allowing improvements in system operating economics

to be realized.

The potential for the use of pumped storage to reduce energy pro

unit commitment solution algorithm to include consideration of pumped

It has been shown that allocation of pumped storagestorage operation.

operation for peaking capacity and for load levelling can be added to a

Results obtained by use of a unit commitmentunit commitment program.

program with allocation capability demonstrate the potential for reduc

tion of production costs through use of pumped storage operation.

It has been shown that the procedure for allocating pumped-storage

generation to supply a peak load can also be used for other types of

peaking generation, such as combustion turbine units.

ConclusionsVI. 2

The importance of the use of a priority list in a unit commitment

The ability to update a priority list quicklysolution has been shown.

and easily allows new lists to be produced as needed, without excessive

Particularly if fuel prices areeffort or computational requirements.

changed, the possible effect

This effect can begreater change than just the change in fuel prices.

easily examined and accounted for by updating the priority list to

incorporate the new fuel price information.

duction costs makes it a reasonable extension of the capability of a

on system production costs could be a
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Benefits in the form of reduced production costs can be realized

process

of obtaining a unit commitment solution. A suitable computer program
for obtaining a unit commitment solution with allocation of pumped-

storage operation is helpful in examining alternative means of pumped

storage utilization.

VI.3 Recommendations

While the problem of unit commitment is well defined, the problem

of obtaining unit commitment solutions is not so well defined. The

ability to obtain UC solutions and to use the results to improve power

In order that this cansystem operating economics has great potential.

come to pass, work needs to be done to test the efficacy of UC solutions

simulated power system by comparing

such solutions to the performance of real power systems.

The matter of economic priority lists should receive attention to

determine what, if any, additional features of the operation of genera

ting units should influence the determination of priority rankings of

the units.

In view of the production cost values given in Chapter V for cases

in which cycling of steam units is allowed and for which cycling is not

allowed, it is evident that research should be done on the feasibility

system which are designed for cycling

operation and which are intended to supply intermediate load. The po

tential reduction of production costs by the use of cycled units, while

significant saving over

with the use of pumped storage for load levelling in a power system.

Pumping/generating schedules can and should be considered in the

of including generating units in a

an extended period of time.

a small fraction of the total daily production cost, could amount to a

obtained by digital computer using a
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Finally it is recommended that attention be given to finding suit

able economic criteria for allocation of generation and pumping in

pumped storage plants. Since the difference between the value of stored

energy and the cost of generating energy at times of high demand is the

basis for energy economy operation, it would seem that these quantities

should in some way influence the allocation of pumped-storage operation.

Another possibility that could be considered would be allocation of

generation based on anticipated cost of pumping at a future time.



APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF POWER SYSTEM SIMULATION

The simulated power system used in the priority ranking studies

described in Chapter II and in the unit commitment studies in Chapter V

is representative of a large power system in the Southeastern United

States.

The system has eighty steam units with both fossil and nuclear fuel

represented. Total capacity is approximately 16000 MW. The oldest unit

has been in service over forty years, and the newest units are less than

two years of age. The smallest units have capacities of approximately

25 MW, while the largest units are rated in excess of 750 MW.

There are twelve CT unit installations with a capacity of 625 MW,

and eleven conventional hydro installations with a total capacity of

1700 MW are simulated. The system has interchange with five neighboring

utility companies at twenty-one tie points.

One is a pure pumped-Three pumped storage plants are simulated.

storage plant with three reversible units each rated at 675 MW genera-

The other two plants are pumped-storage withting, 750 MW pumping.

There are six reversible units and two con-run-of-river installations.

ventional units in these two projects, with total ratings of 571 MW

The highest cycle efficiency is 0.74 forgenerating and 548 MW pumping.

the pure pumped-storage plant—this value is probably higher than would

The other two plants have cyclebe realized in actual operation.

efficiencies of 0.67 each.
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The transmission network is represented by the familiar loss con-

stants whose use allows transmission loss to be calculated by use of the

following equation [28J:

(A. 1)

is the total transmission loss in MV, P is thei
, and B are constantsiO

sys tem.

Data required for the simulation include maximum and minimum

generating limits for all units, motor (pumping) ratings for the re

versible hydro units, prices of fuel for the steam and CT units, heat

rate coefficients for these units, and maximum and minimum storage

limits and run-of-river values for the pumped-storage plants. A suit

able set of loss constants is also required.

The 1973-vintage representation of the system, mentioned in Chapter

II, had seventy-five steam units, rather than eighty, .and no pumped-

Otherwise the system was as described above.storage plants.

The power system whose simulation has been described is electrically

It is felt that the system haslarge and geographically dispersed.

with many operating power systems and power pools

and, therefore, that results obtained using the simulation described

herein would be applicable to other systems.

+ [ B.
i i j

generation level of unit i in MW, and K^q, B 

for a given system.

iOPi

features in common

= KL0PL P1

In equation (A.l), P
L

ij
The summations are taken over all units in the



APPENDIX B

SUBROUTINES ADDED TO BASIC UNIT COMMITMENT PROGRAM

The capability to allocate CT units for peaking generation and

pumped-storage units for generation and for pumping was added to the

basic unit commitment program [6,7].

subroutines to be added to the program, subroutines PEAK, ADDCT, and

ADDPS. The added capability required extensive changes to be made in

subroutine INPUT, and minor changes were required in other parts of the

basic program. Brief descriptions of the added subroutines are given

below, followed by listings of the FORTRAN code for each subroutine. In

addition,

data are handled and to afford the reader the general Information about

the UC program contained in comments within the program.

All data required for obtaining a UC solution are read by subroutine

The variables used by the program and their functions are identi-INPUT.

fled in the program listing.

Subroutine PEAK compares the total demand at each hour of the com-

If the dif-mitment period with the available generation at that hour.

ference between these quantities is less than the value of the parameter

DELTA at any hour, the need for peaking is indicated for that hour. If

no peaking is required, a message is printed and control returns to the

If peaking is required at any hour, one of the allocation

subroutines ADDPS or ADDCT is called, depending on the value of IPS.

After the allocation is done and control returns to PEAK, a test is per-
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main program.

a listing of subroutine INPUT is given to show how the system

This addition required three new
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formed to determine whether the peaking requirement has been satisfied.

If it has been satisfied, control is returned to the main Ifprogram.

not, PEAK calls the second allocation subroutine to attempt to satisfy

the peaking requirement. If both ADDPS and ADDCT are called once each

and the requirement for peaking is still not met,

and control returns to the main program.

Subroutine ADDCT allocates CT units to generate at hours in which

peaking requirement has been established by program PEAK.a Units are

allocated until the requirement at each hour is satisfied or until all

units are used. If insufficient capacity is available at any hour to

satisfy the requirement for peaking, a message to that effect is printed.

After allocation is completed, the cost of the allocated CT operation is

calculated and printed; the cost value is also stored and added to the

Following this,total production cost when the summary is printed.

control is returned to program PEAK.

Allocation of pumped storage units is done by subroutine ADDPS.

Available units are allocated to generate at hours in which a peaking

Units are allocatedrequirement has been established by program PEAK.

sequentially until the requirement at each hour is satisfied or until

no more units are available, due either to scheduling or to insufficient

When a unit is allocated, the waterwater stored in the reservoirs.

level in its reservoir is adjusted downward for all subsequent hours to

Following generationreflect the amount of water used for generating.

allocation, available units are allocated to pump during allowed

If a unit's reservoir is not full, it is allocated topumping hours.

If this amount ofpump first at the hour when system load is least.

pumping does not fill the reservoir, the unit is allocated to pump at

a message is printed,
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an hour adjacent to the hours already in use for pumping by that unit

and within the allowed pumping period. Pumping allocation continues

until either all hours are used or until the reservoir is filled. When

a unit is allocated for pumping, the water level in its reservoir is

adjusted upward for all subsequent hours in the commitment period to

Afterindicate the amount of water pumped back to the reservoir.

pumping allocation is completed, total pump startup cost is calculated

and printed, and the value is stored for later inclusion in the total

With allocation completed, control is returned toproduction cost.

program PEAK.

Source listings of subroutines INPUT, PEAK, ADDCT, and ADDPS follow.
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Subroutine INPUT.

SUBROUT INE INPUT (/NM/, /NP/,/S/)

the variables used by this subprogram are described below.

DIMENSION COMBLOCKNAME DESCIPTION

A

NA
HD
PMAX
PM1U
PF IX

AS
PC TH

1
1 
1

COM 15
COM 15
COM 15

COM 16
CONI 7

COMI
COMI
COMI
COMI
COMI

C
B

00000100
00000200

PSCGST
CTCGST 
ILAST

85X25X12
1

1
1

85
85 

1'48X25
COM3 
COM3 
COM3 
COM3 
COM4 
COM4 
COM4 
COM 5
COM5 
COM 5 
COM 5 
C0M5 
C0M6 
C0M6 
COM 7
COM7 
C0M7
COM7 
C0M7 
COM 7 
C0M7 
COM 7 
COM3 
C0MU
COM 11 
COM 14 
COM 14 
COM15 
COM 15 
COM 15

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C c 
C c 
C c c c c c c 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c

148 
30X30 

30
1

85
85
85

148
85
85
85
85
85
85
25

3X25 
25
1
1
1
1
1

42
1
1
1
1
1 
1
1

HE 
UT 
BC 
KLO 
HC 
HB 
FCI 
rate 
NUT 
MOT 
CSC 
STC 
HA 
FCA 
HRES 
FM 
HLT 
PEAM 
(<Mtf 
M2 
IT 
MODI 
UMAX 
PEAK2 
MOU2 
DPS 
CO 
MS 
HSKLD 
HSUMRY

THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN ALL DATA NECESSARY FOR A UNIT COMMITMENT 
RUN. IT ALSO INITIALIZES THE MASTER STATUS MATRIX (S),CALCULATES 
HYDRO RESERVES FOR EACH HOUR, AND PREPARES THE PFIX ARRAY.

NO. OF ACTIVE UNITS
NO. OF STEAM UNITS
MAX LIMIT OF STEAM UNITS
MIN LIMIT OF STEAM UNITS
FIXED GENERATION VAuUES OF EACH UNIT 
EACH HOUR.
ENTRY POINTS OF UNITS
B-CONSTANTS REF. TO ENTRY POINTS 
BNO-CONSTANTS REF. TO ENTRY POINTS 
CONST. TERM IN LOSS FORMULA 
UNIT HEAT RATE COEFF. 
UNIT HEAT RATE COEFF.
UNIT INCREMENTAL FUEL COSTS
UNIT RESPONSE RATES 
UNIT MIN, UP TIMES 
UNIT MIN. DOWN TIMES 
UNIT COLD START COSTS 
UNIT DOWN TIME FOR COLD START 
UNIT HEAT RATE COEFF. - 
UNIT AVERAGE FUEL COSTS 
HOURLY HYDRO RESERVES 
HOURLY LOAD MODELS
HOURLY HYDRO-CT-TIE GENERATION 
PEAK LOAD OF FIRST DAY 
MW RESERVE CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 
NO. OF HOURS IN COMMITMENT PERIOD 
INITIAL HOUR OF COMMITMENT PERIOD 
FIRST DAY'S LOAD MODEL TYPE 
CT/HYDRO MAX. GENERATION 
PEAK LOAD FOR SECOND DAY 
SECOND DAY'S LOAD MODEL TYPE 
CONVERGENCE VALUE FOR EC. DISPATCH 
MINIMUM START FACTOR
NO. OF STATES CONSIDERED EACH HOUR 
NO. OF PATHS TO bE REPORTED
IF VALUE DIFFERENT FROM ZERO, ONLY 
SCHEDULE SUMMARY WILL 8E PRINTED 
TOTAL PUMP STARTUP COSTS 
TOTAL CT GENERATION COST
FINAL STATE STORAGE PARAMETER - IF 
NON-ZERO, FINAL STATE STORED FOR USE 
by a later run.
alternate state matrix
PCT RESERVE REQ. IN RT MINUTES

c LATEST REV. 6-76 RMB
€♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦00000300

00000400 
00000500 
00000600 
00000700 
00000800 
00000900 
00001000 
00001100 
00001200 
00001300 
00001400 
00001500 
00001600 
00001700 
00001800 
00001900 
00002000 
00002100 
00002200 
00002300 
00002400 
00002500 
00002600 
00002700 
00002800 
00002900 
00003000 
00003100 
00003200 
00003300 
00003400 
00003500 
00003600 
00003700 
00003300 
00003900 
00004000 
00004100 
00004200 
00004300 
00004400 
00004500 
00004600 
00004700 
00004800 
00004900 
00005000 
00005100 
00005200 
00005300 
00005400 
00005500 
00005600
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IPS C0M211

HRES 1

DATA CARD TYPES

4
4
4 

4X25 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15

1

1 
5X21

1
1
1
1
1

15
15
1

C0M21
C0M21

C0M22
C0M22
C0M22

1. header card
2. UNIT NAME CARDS
3. U-CONSTANTS
4. bno-constants
5. UNIT DATA CARDS
6. RESERVE REQ. CARD
7. load peaks card
8. load model data cards
9. SCHEDULE CARDS

10. INITIAL STATE C/RDS
11. TUNING PARAMETERS CARO
12. OUTPUT OPTIONS (ARD
13. FUEL PRICES CARC
14. PRIORITY LIST CARD
15. CT UNIT DATA CARO

00009600 
00009700 
00009800 
00009900 
00010000 
00010100 
00010200 
00010300 
00010400 
00010500 
00010600 
00010700 
00010800 
00010900 
00011000 
00011100 
00011200 
00011300

00007300
00007400
00007500
00007600
00007700
00007800
00007900

00005700 
00005800 
00005900 
00006000 
00006100 
00006200 
00006300 
00006400
00006500
00006700 
00006800 
00006900 
00007000
00007100

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c

DGLN 
DELTA

25
1

COM 17 
COM 18 
COM 18 
COM 18 
C0M18 
COM 18 
COM20 
COM 19
COM19 
COM 19

COM2 2 
COM2 2 
COM22 
C0M22 
COM2 2 
C0M22 
COM2 2 
COM2 2 
COM22 
COM2 2 
COM2 2

WMAX 
WHIN 
RUNRIV 
wafer
PGM IN 
PMTR 
PMPSTC 
EFF 
NPPMP
NPGLN 
MAXGPS

RT
DF 
hl
1.2
N3
H4
GEfH’IN 
hPCT
PM 11 ICT 
MAXGCT

LOC 
IPSTRT 
I PF IN 
NM 
S 
tJP 
hST 
NSU 
DIS 
I 
NOCYCL

15 
1 
1 

2X148 
148X25 

85 
40 
85
5 
1
1

TIME REO. FOR SPINNING RESERVES 
TIE LINE DISTRIBUTION FACTORS 
UNIT NO. OF FIRST (T UNIT 
UNIT NO. OF FIRST CONV. HYDRO UNIT 
UNIT NO. OF FIRST REV. HYDRO UNIT 
UNIT NO. OF FIRST TIE POINT . 
LOSS FACTOR 
ALLOCATION PRIORITIES FOR CT UNITS 
MINIMUM LIMITS OF CT UNITS 
CT ALLOCATION PARAMETER - IF DIFFERENT0000b600 
FROM ZERO, CT'S ALLOC. AT MAX. GEN.
GENERATION DEFICITS EACH HOUR 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GENERATION AND 
REQUIREMENT TO REQUIRE PEAKING 
PEAKING SOURCE PARAMETER - IF ZERO, 
ALLOC. PS FIRST. IF NON-ZERO, CT FIRST00007200 
MAX. RESERVOIR STORAGE - MWHR. 
MIN. RESERVOIR STORAGE - MWHR. 
RUN-OF-RI VER INTO RESERVOIR - MW. 
STORAGE EACH RES. EACH HR. 
MIN. GEN. OF PS UNITS - MW. 
MOTOR RATING OF PS UNITS - MW. 
PS UNIT MOTOR START COSTS 
PS UNIT ENERGY EFFICIENCIES (GEN/PUMP)00008000 
PUMPING ALLOCATION PRIORITIES 00008100
GENERATION ALLOCATION PRIORITIES 00008200
PS ALLOCATION PARAMETER - IF DIFFERENT00008300 
FROM ZERO, PS GEN. ALLOC. AT MAX. 00008400
PLANT WHERE PS UNII IS LOCATED 00008500
FIRST HOUR OF ALLOWABLE PUMPING PERIOD00008600 
last hour of allowable pumping period 00003700 
UNIT NAMES 00003800
MASTER STATUS MATRIX 00008900
relates priority nc. to UNIT NO. 00009000 
UNIT STATION NO. 00009100
UNIT START UP per STa. PER HOUR LIMIT 00009200 
relates tie points to neighbor 00009300 
DATA CARD TYPE 00009400
IF VALUE DIFFERENT FROM ZERO, CYCLING 00009500 
OF STEAM UNITS IS DISALLOWED 
NUMBER OF RESERVOIRS WITH PS PLANTS
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C

c

c

IF KOCYCL IS DIFFERENT FROM ZERO, STEAM UNITS WILL BE SET TO 
STATUS 1.

10 REAU(5,8U00,END=9500)I
20 GO TO (1UO , 200,300,400,500,600,700,800,900» 1000,1 100,1200,1300,

1 moo, 1500,1600,1700) , I

READ IN HEADER. CALCULATE NO. OF CARDS PER ROW OF || AND BNO 
CONSTANT Data CARDS. INITIALIZE THE MASTER status MATRIX TO THE 
FOLLOWING DEFAULT CONDITIONS,

REAU IN DATA CARD TYPE
TRANSFER CONTROL TO APPROPRIATE SECTION FOR SPECIFIC DATA INPUT

STEAM UNITS 
HYDRO UNITS 
CT UNITS 
TIE POINTS

16. PS UNIT/PLANT DATA CARD
17. PEAKING PARAMETERS CARD

0 
3 
2 
2

00011400
00011500
00011600

COMMON /COMI/ IIA,ND,PMAX(05) ,PM1N(05) ,PFIX( 1*18,25)
COMMON /C0M3/ NE ( 148) , [JT (30,30 ) , BC (30) , KLO
COMMON /C0M4/ I ICC 05),HR(100) ,F 1(100)
COMMON /C0M5/ RAIL’ (140) ,MUT(85) ,MDT(85) ,CSC (85) ,STC(85)
COMMON /C0M6/ HA(B5),FCA(100)
COMMON /C0M7/ HRES(25) ,FM(3,25) ,HLT(25) ,PEAK1 ,RMW,M2, IT,MODI
COMMON /COMy/ HMAX(42)
COMMON /COM11/ PEAK2,1-1002
COMMON /COM14/ DPS,CO
COMMON /COM15/ MS, NSKED, NSUMRY, PSCOST, CTCOST, ILAST
COMMON /C0M16/ AS(85,25,12)
COMMON /COMI7/ PCTR,RT
COMMON/ COM10/ OF (5,21) , N1,N2, N3, N*4
COMMON /C0M19/ NPCT (15) ,PMINCT (15) ,MAXGCT
COMMON /COM20/ GENMIli
COMMON /COM21/ DGEN(25),DELTA,IPS
COMMON /COM2,'?/ WMAX(4) ,WHIN(4) ,RUNRIV(4),WATER(4,25) ,PGMIN(15),

1 PMTR(15) ,PMPSTC(15) ,EFF(15) ,NPPMP( 15) ,NPGEN( 15) ,MAXGPS,LOC (15) ,
2 IPSTRT,IPFIN
RLAL*8 NM(2,148),11,12
REAL KLO
INTEGER*2 S(148,25),hP(85),IS1,AS
INTEGER+2 NST(40),NSU(85)
DIMENSION H(3),DIS(5)

00015500 
00015600 
00015700 
00015000 
00015900 
00016000 
OOOlolOO 
00016200 
00016300 
00016400 
00016500 
00016600 
00016700 

*♦ * 16800
00016900

C 
C 
C 
c# ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 1700

00011800 
00011900 
00012000 
00012100 
00012200 
00012300 
00012400 
00012500 
00012600 
00012700 
00012800 
00012900 
00013000 
00013100 
00013200 
00013300 
00013400 
00013500 
00013600 
00013700 
00013800 
00013810 
00013900 
00014000 
00014100 
00014200C 

*****t«« ♦ **♦ *♦♦♦ * ♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 00014300 
C 00014400
C REAU IN DATA CARD TYPE 00014500
c transfer control to appropriate section for specific data input 00014600
C 00014700
€♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*00014fl00 
C 00014900

00015000 
00015100 
00015200 

C 00015300
C ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦***♦♦*.***♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦***♦♦**  0 0 0 1 54 0 0 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c
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c c

00019700 
00019800 
00019900 
00020000 
00020100 
00020200 
00020300 
00020400 
00020500 
00020600 
00020700 
00020000 
00020900

MID SOUTH
TVA
DUKE
SC
FLORIDA

100 READ(5,8010) I rNA>ND,NC»NH,NT,NR,N0,M2,MS, IT,NOCYCL
IF (M2.E(J.0)M2=24
IF ( MS. E'w. 0 ) MS=12
IF(IT.LE.O)1T = 1
MhB=(Rn+7)/8
hl=NU +1
H2=N1+NC
N3=N2+NH
N4=N3«NR
DO 120 1=1,NA
IS1 = O
IF (I .LT. N1 .AND. NOCYCL .NE. 0) IS1 = 1
1F(I.GE.N1)IS1=2
IF(I.GE.N2)IS1=3
1F(I ,GE.N3)1S1=3
IF<I.GE.HU)IS1=2
DO 110 J=l,25
!>( I »J)=IS1

110 CONTINUE
IF(I.GT.ND) GO TO 120
AS(I,1,1)=IS1

120 CONTINUE
IF(NOCYCL .NE. 0) WRITE(6,121)

121 FURMAT (//20X•CYCLING OF DISPATCHABLE UNITS IS DISALLOWED.*) 
GO TO 10

00017000 
00017100 
00017200 
00017300 
00017Q00 
00017500 
00017600 
00017700 
00017800 
00017900 
00018000 
00018100 
00018200 
00018300 
00018400 
00018500 
00018600 
00018700 
00018800 
00018900 
00019000 
00019100 
00019200 
00019300 
00019400 

C 00019500
C********************* ***♦*♦♦**■♦*♦♦***♦♦♦****♦**♦*♦♦♦*♦***♦*♦ ♦***♦♦♦**♦♦00019600 c c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C c c c c c c 
C* »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦00021000 
C 00021100

00021200 
00021300 
00021400 
00021500 
00021600 
00021700 
00021800 
00021900 
00022000 
00022100 
00022200 
00022300 
00022400 
00022500 
00022600

REAU IN UNIT NAME CARD. IF UNIT IS HYDRO OR CT, IT WILL HAVE NO 
STATION NO., S.U./STA./HR LIMIT, OR PRIORITY NO. STORE ITS 
CAPACITY lh UMAX. READ IN THE DISTRIBUTION FACTORS FOR EACH TIE 
LINE. DF(J,I) = DISTRIBUTION FACTOR FOR COMPANY J AT TIE BUS I. 
COMPANY CODES ON THE TYPE 9 CARDS OF 501, 502, 5J3, 504, AND 505 
CORRESPOND RESPECTIVELY To THE J VALUES 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

200 DO 210 L=1,NA
RE AU (5,8020) I ,K1 ,K2,K3»K4, Il»I2»RR»CAP, (DlS(J) , J=l,5) 
NE(I)=K2
• 1»1) = 11
Hi '. (2 , I ) = 12
Rate 11)=rr
IF(I•GT.ND)GO TO 205
NP(K1)=I
NST(K3)=1
hbU(K4)=l
GO ro 210 

205 K=I-hD
IFtl.LE.(H4-1))GO TO 208
DO 207 J=l,5
DF(J,1—N4+1) = DIS(J)
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REAU 114 B-CONSTANTS REFERRED TO ENTRY POINTS.

REAU III BNO-COliSTANTS REFERRED TO ENTRY POINTS.

READ 114 UNIT DATA CARD
NOTE TrIAT STRING OF TYPE 5 CAROS MUST RE TERMINATED WITH AN 
APPROPRIATE CARD (I.E. NOT 0005 IN COL. 1-A).

000 DO 320 L=1,N,<
KK=-7
KKl = 0
DO 320 Ll = l,tiNB
KK=KK+B
KK1=KK1+3
IF(LI.EQ.NNB)KK1=NR
RL AD ( 5 , B030 ) L INENO, (BT(L * L2) ,L2=KK,KK1) 

320 CONTINUE
00 TO 10

207 continue 
GO IO 210

2U8 HI-,AX (K ) =cAP 
210 CONTINUE 

GO TO 10

400 KK=-7
KKl = 0
DO 410 L1=1,NNB
KK=KK+0
KK1=KK1*6
IF(LI.EQ.NNb)KKl=NB
READ(5»8040)LINENO» (DC (L2) »L2=KK, KK 1) 

410 CONTINUE
GO TO 10

00022700 
00022000 
00022900 
00023000 
00023100 

c 00023200
C****** 4 *********** **♦♦♦*♦♦**♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦**♦»♦*♦** ***************♦ ♦ ♦ *00023300 
C 00023400
C READ IN B-CONSTANTS REFERRED TO ENTRY POINTS. 00U23500
C 00023600
C ****************** ********************************** ***************** ♦♦ 00023700 
C 00023800

00023900 
00024000 
00024100 
00024200 
00024300 
00024400 
00024500 
00024600 
00024700 
00024800 

C 00024900
C********** *************************************************************00025000 
C 00025100
C READ 111 BNO-CONSTANTS REFERRED TO ENTRY POINTS. 00025200
C 00025300
C ***********************************************************************  0 0 0254 0 0 
C 00025500

00025600 
00025700 
00025800 
00025900 
00026000 
00U26100 
00026200 
00026300 
0002u400 

C 00026500
C* ***************** *****************************************************00026600 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C

00026700 
00026800 
00026900 
00027000
00027100

C *♦***♦♦♦**♦♦***♦* + ♦*♦♦♦♦*♦ + *♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦  *00027200
C 00027300

500 RE AD ( 5 » 8050 ) I r L »J» K » GN» GX»SI» T »F1»F2»Al»A2» A3 00027400
IF ( I .NE.5)G0 TO 10 00027500
MuT(L)=J 00027600
MDT(L)=K 00027700
P,4IN(L)=GN 00027800
PlsAX(L)=GX 00027900
CSC(L)=S1 00023000
SIC(L)=T 00028100
FCA(L)=F1 00028200
FCI(L)=F2 00028300
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HEAD Hl RESERVE REQUIREMENTS,

810

700 RE AD(b,90 0 0)MODI,PEAK 1, M0D2,PEAK2 
go ro iu

REAU IN LOAD INFORMATION CARD.
t’lOUl AND M002 DESIGNATE. FIRST AND SECOND DAY MODELS (1,2,OR 3) 
PEAK! AND PEAK2 ARE FIRST AND SECOND DAY PEAKS IN MW,

NA(L)=A1 
Hii(L)=A2 
HC(L)=A3 
GO TO 500

CALL SKED TO READ IN AND PROCESS THE SCHEDULES.
I.OfE THAT SKED SHOULD L'E CALLED IN ANY CASE TO ESTABLISH HYDRO 
CAPACITY AS RESERVE. IF NO SCHEDULE IS TO HE READ IN, THIS CAN DE 
DONE WITH A TYPE 9 HEADER CARO FOLLOWED BY A TERMINATION CARO WITH 
9999 IN COL.1-4.

00031000 
REAU IN LOAD MODEL DATA, ADJUSTING FOR DIFFERENCE IN REAL AND 00031100
PROGRAM TIME. .MODELS ARE FOR WEEKDAYS, SATURDAY, AND SUNDAY (J = 1, 00031200 
2, AND 3 RESPECTIVELY). 00031300

00031400 
^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦★♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦**00031500 

00031600 
DO 81U L=l,24 00031700
READ(5,8070) (I I (J) , J=1,3) 00031800
N=L-1C+24 00031900
IF(N.GT.24)N=N-24 00032000
UU 810 J=l,3 ' 00032100
FM(J,N)=H(J) 00032200
IF(N.EO.1)FM(J,25)=H(J) 00032300
CONTINUE 00032400
GO TO 10 00032500

C********.**♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦*♦*** ♦*♦**♦****♦♦♦***♦*♦***♦*♦•*♦*♦*♦****♦***♦000 32600 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c

00028400 
00028500 
00028600 
00028700 

c 0002(1800
C*********************^ ♦***«♦*♦♦♦' ♦♦»♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ •♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦*•♦*♦♦ 100020900 
c 00029000
C READ IN RESERVE REQUIREMENTS. 00029100
c 00029200
C** ♦*♦*♦*♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦*»♦**♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦♦*»♦♦♦**♦♦♦**♦♦♦*♦♦**♦♦♦♦»♦*♦♦«*♦  ♦♦♦♦00029300 
c 00029400

600 RE AD ( 5,8060 ) RMW , RT , PC TR 00029500
GO 10 10 . 00029600

C . 00029700
^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦***00029800 

00029900 
00030000 
00030100 
00030200 
00030300

00032700 
00032800 
00032900 
00033000
00033100 
00033200 
00033300

^♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦****00033400
C 00033500

900 call sked(S.nT) 00033600
GC TO 10 00033700C 00033800

C **♦**♦**♦♦♦**♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦*♦*  ***********00033900 
C 00034000

C 
800
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REAU 1(1 TUNING PARAMETERS

REAU IN OUTPUT OPTIONS. THIS MUST BE THE LAST DATA HEAD.

BLAU IN FUEL PRICES. THESE DATA SHOULD FOLLOW INPUT OF 
UNI1 DATA (TYPE 5 CARDS).

tISKLD 
DIFFERENT FROM ZERO, 
FOR EACH SCHEDULE.

REAU in INITIAL STATE UATa. NOTE THAT INITIAL STATE HAT HE READ 
FROM STORAGE AS THE FINAL STATE FROM A PREVIOUS RUN.

NSKEO.NSUMRY,ILAST 
NSKLD=MS

00037900
00030000
00038100

C 
iiuo continue

Hl AU ( 5 , 90 10 ) 1, DPS , CO , 6ENMIN, KLO
I TL ( 6, 111 1 ) genmin

1111 FORMAT (//20X. • THE MULTIPLYING FACTOR OH LOAD IS',2X, F5.3)
WRITE(6r1112) CO

1112 F ORMAT (Z/20X, • THE MINIMUM START-UP COST MULTIPLYING FACTOR IS', 
12X, Fb.3)

IF(UPS.LT.1E-6)DPS=1.
GO TO 10

00037300 
00037900 
00037500

THE NUMBER OF SCHEDULES TO UE PRINTED OUT, IF NSUMHY IS 00037600 
. ONLY THE SUMMARY WILL RE PRI9TED 00037700
IF ILAST IS NON-ZERO, FINAL STATE WILL BE STORED 00037800

FOR LATER USE. NOTc. THAT PROVISION MUST BE MADE FOR COPYING FINAL 
STATE INTO A PERMANENT FILE WHEN RUN IS FINISHED.

C REAU IN INITIAL STATE DATA. NOTE THAT INITIAL STATE HAY UE READ 0003'1100 
C FROM STORAGE AS THE FINAL STATE FROM A PREVIOUS RUN. 00039200
C 00039300
C *************** ******************** ***************** *♦♦*♦*♦*♦**♦**♦**♦, qqqjqqqq 
C 00039500

1000 READ(5,8090) I,J,IS,FIX 00039600
IF(I .NE. 10) GO TO 20 00039700
IF(U .GT. 900) GO TO 1020 00039800
AS(J,1,1) = IS 00039900
IF (IS .EQ. 1) PFIX(J,1) = FIX 00035000
GO TO 1000 00035100

1020 A - J - 900 00035200
WRTER(K,1) = FIX 00035300
GU TO 1000 00035900

c 00035500
C ************************ ***********************************************00035600 
c 00035700
C REAU 1(1 TUNING PARAMETERS 00035800
C 00035900
C************* ♦♦**♦*.♦♦♦ + **********♦***♦♦**♦**♦**♦*♦****♦**♦***♦***♦♦♦♦*♦00036000 

00036100 
00036200 
00036300 
00036900 
00036500 
00036600 
00036700 
00036800 
00036900 
00037000 

C 00037100
C****************** + ****************************************************00037200 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C ***♦♦*♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦**♦*♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦*♦♦*•*♦♦♦♦**♦♦♦**♦*♦***************** 0 0 U 382 0 0 
C 00038300

1200 RcAO ( 5,8010 ) NSKEO, NSUMRY , ILAST 00038900
IF(HSKEU.GT.MS) NSKLD-MS 00038500
GO IO 9500 00038600

C 00038700
C*** «*****♦♦♦*♦ *♦** ************************ ********** ***♦•♦*♦»♦•♦♦♦ ***** 00038800 
C 00038900
C BLAU IN FUEL PRICES. THESE DATA SHOULD FOLLOW INPUT OF 00039000
C UNI1 DATA (TYPE 5 CARDS). 00039100
C 00039200
€♦*♦♦♦♦***♦ + **♦*♦*♦♦* + *♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦**♦***♦*♦♦♦***♦♦*♦*♦*♦*♦*****♦**♦♦♦♦**♦000  39300 
C 00039900

1300 BLAD(5,9020) I , J, FC A (J) , FC I (J) 00039500
IF (I .NL. 13) GO TO 10 00039600
GO TO 1300 00039700
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c

string of type 15 card's must de terminated.HEAD IN CT UNIT DATA.

C

REAU IN PEAKING PARAMETERS.

READ III PRIORITY LIST. THESE DATA SHOULD FOLLOW INPUT OF 
UNIT DATA (TYPE 5 CARDS).

HEAD IN PUMPED-STORAGE UNIT/PLANT DATA.
901, 902, ETC.

c 00039800
C*** ****************** f******************************* t**************** *00039900 
0 00090000
C READ III PRIORITY LIST. THESE DATA SHOULD FOLLOW INPUT OF 00040100
C UNIT DATA (TYPE 5 CARDS). 00040200
C 00040300
C ****** ****** ********************************************************  ,,*0004 0400
C 00040500
1400 RLAD(5,9030) NP 00040600

GO TO 10 00040700
00040000

c 00041000
C READ IN CT UNIT DATA. STRING OF TYPE 15 CARDS MUST DE TERMINATED. 00041100 
C 00041200
C******* *************************,***************,**********************00041300 
C 00041400

1500 RE AU ( 5 , Bl 50 ) I , J, K 1 , Gl'l, Ho (J) , FCA (U) , FC I (J) 00041500
IF (I .NE. 15) GO TO 10 00041600
K = J-Nl+ 1 00041700
NPCT(Kl) - J 00041800
PMINCTIK) = GN 00041900
to TO 1500 00042000

C 00042100
C ********************************************************************** *00 04220 0 
C 00042300
C HEAD IN PUMPED-STORAGE UNIT/PLANT DATA. PLANTS HAVE 'UNIT NUMBERS' 00042400 
C 901, 902, ETC. STRING OF TYPE 16 CARDS MUST BE TERMINATE. 00042500
C 00042600
C**** ♦*♦»*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦**♦♦♦♦**♦**♦♦♦****♦*♦♦****♦*♦♦♦♦♦* ******************0004270fl 
C
1600 RE AD (5,0160) I , J,K1,K2,K3,GN,Al,A2,A3 

IF (I ,NL. 16) GO TO 10 
IF (J .GT. 900) GO TO 1620 
K - J-N3+1 
LOC(K) = KI 
NPGENIK2) - J 
NPPMPIK3) = J 
PGMIN(K) = GN 
PMTR(K) - Al 
P;.-.PSTC(K) = A2 
ErF(K) = A3 
GO TO loUO 

1620 K = J - 900 
WMAX(K) = Al 
wl-'.IN(K) = A2 
RUNRIV(K) = A3 
GO TO 1600

00042800 
00042900 
00043000 
00043100 
00043200 
00043300 
00043400 
00043500 
00043600 
00043700 
00043800 
00043900 
00044000 
00044100 
00044200 
00044300 
00044400 
00044500 
00044600

c****************************************************»******************RRU447oo 
c 00044800
C REAU IN PEAKING PARAMETERS. 00044900
C 00045000
c ♦*♦♦♦♦**♦♦♦♦*♦****♦♦♦♦***♦*»***♦♦*♦♦♦***♦♦*•♦•♦*♦♦♦♦**"♦♦*""" "♦♦"O11045100 
c 00045200

170 0 HEAD (5,8170 HIRES, IPS • MAX.GPS, MAXGCT, IPSTRT < IPFIN, DELTA 00045300
IFIIPSIRT .EO. 0) IPSTRT = 21 00045310
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IFdPFIN .EQ. 0) IPFIN = 7

if no initial values read in as type

<30 TO 10

5)

C
C
C
C

C
Couoo format dm
8010 FORMAT(1214)
8020 FORMAT (4X,5I4,2A8,F4.1,F7.1,5F5.1)
8050 FORMAT!17X,I2.4X.8F7.5)
8040 format (2ox, 12, ix.-2.P8F7.5)
80 50 FuRt'iAT ( 2 I 4,2 I 3, Fo . 1. F7.1, F6.1, F5.1,2F7,2, F8.3, F7.3,F8.
8000 FORMAT(4X.Fj.1.2F5.11
8070 FORMAT(3F5.3)
8080 FORMAT (614 . Ft). 1)
8000 FORMAT (314,F8.1 )
9000 FORMAT(a(I 4,FO.1))
9010 FORMAT(14,F6.2•3F6.3)
9020 format(214,2F8.2) 
9030 FORMAT(12)
also format(314,4F8.2) 
uioO formatt5i4>4F8•2) 
8170 FORMAT(614,F8•2> 
9500 CONTINUE

RETURN 
ENO

DO 1710 K = 1,NRES
IF (I*. ATLR (K , 1 ) .GT. 1.) GO TO 1710 
«ATEK(K,1) = WHAX(K) - 25.tRUNRIV(K) 1710 continue
DO 1720 K = l.NRES
DO 1720 KK = 1,24

1720 V;aTLR(K,KK+1) = WATER(K.KK) + RUNRIV(K) 
C

00045320 
00045400 

INITIALIZE RESERVOIR LEVELS. IF NO INITIAL VALUES REAO IN AS TYPE 00045500 io data,, assume values such that reservoirs will not he overfilled. 00045600 
00045700 
00045800 
00045900 
00046000 
00046100 
00046200 
00046300 
00046400 
00046500 
00046600 
00046700 
00046800 
00046900 
00047000 
00047100 
00047200 
00047300 
00047400 
00047500 
00047600 
00047700 
00047800 
00047900 
00048000 
00048100 
00048200 
00048300 
00048400 
00048450 
00048500 
00048600 
00048700
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Subroutine PEAK.

SUBROUT 1NE PEAK (/S/»/M2/,/GMAX/r/ICALL/)

11=11+1.GT. 0.)
IF (II

ZERO VALUE OF II IMPLIES NO REQUIREMENT FOR PEAKING.

C

II = II + 1

GO TO 7040 IF (ICALL .GE. 2)
C 
C

C
C

C c c c c c

c c c

c c

00001500 
00001600 
00001700 
00001800 
00001900 
00002000 
00002100 
00002200 
00002300 
00002400 
00002500 
00002600 
00002700 
00002900 
00002900 
00003000 
00003100 
00003200 
00003300 
00003400 
00003500 
00003600 
00003700 
00003800 
00G03900 
00004000 
00004100 
00004200 
00004300 
00004400 
00004500 
00004600 
00004700 
00004800 
00004900 
00005000 
00005100 
00005200 
00005300 
00005400 
00005500 
00005600

DIMENSION GMAX(25)
INTEGERS S(14H»25)
COMMON /C0M9/ FL(25)»REQ(25)
COMMON /COM20/ GLL'MIN
COMMON /C0M21/ DGEN(25)»OELTA»IPS

WRITE(6#1000)
1000 FORMAT (Z/20X'NO PEAKING GENERATION IS REQUIRED.’) 

RETURN

PEAKING IS REQUIRED AT HOUR I IF LOAD PLUS LOSS PLUS 
RESERVE IS WITHIN •DELTA’ MW. OF AVAILABLE GENERATION. A 
POSITIVE VALUE OF DGEN(I) INDICATES PEAKING IS NEEDED AT 
HOUR I.

ICALL = 0
1I=U
DO 20 I = 1,M2
IF (l)GEN(I)

20 CONTINUE
.GT. 0) GO TO 30

DO 10 I = 1,M2
10 DGEN(I) = FL ( I ) *GENMIN + REQ (I)-GMAX (I)+DELTA

IMIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE NEED FOR PEAKING GENERATION 
BY COMPARING AVAILABLE GENERATION wITH REQUIREMENTS AT 
LACH HOUR. IF REQUIRED GENERATION IS WITHIN ’DELTA’ MW. OF 
AVAILABLE GENERATION AT ANY HOUR# NEED FOR ALLOCATION OF PEAKING 
GENERATION IS INDICATED. PUMPEO-STORAGE GENERATION IS ALLOCATED 
by calling subrouiine addps. ct generation is allocated by 
subroutine addct. choice is based on AVAILABILITY AO ON 
OPTION EXERCISED BY PARAMETER IPS (INPUT).

c c c c c c c c c c
c

00000100 
c NEW 6-76 RMB 00000200

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦o(J0000300 
00000400 
00000500 
00000600 
00000700 
00000800 
00000900 
00001000 
00001100 
00001200 
00001300

30 IF (IPS .GT. 0) GO TO 50
LON-ZERO Value OF IPS MEANS CT GENERATION SHOULD BE ALLOCATED FIRST. 
32 call addpS(S#gmax#icall> 

ii = o 
DC 35 I = 1»M2 
1F(DGLN(I) .GT. U.) 

35 CONTINUE
IF (Il .GT. 0) GO TO 40
RETURN
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II = II 1

IF PEAKING REQUIREMENT CAN NOT HE MET, PRINT THIS INFORMATION.

C 
C

C
C 
C

00005700 
00005000 
00005900 
OOOOoOOO 
00006100 
OUOObZOO 
00006300 
00006400 
00006500 
00006600 
00006700 
00006000 
00006900 
00007000 
00007100 
0000720070 WR11 L ( b , 100 1) DELTA

1001 FORMAT 1//20X' THERE IS INSUFFICIENT PEAKING CAPACITY AVAILABLE'/
1 EOX'TO MEET REQUIREMENT.'/20X'THE VALUE OF DELTA IS 'F6.1,' MW. •) 00007300
Kt TURN 00007400
END 00007500

IF(UCLtKI) 
55 CvUllIiUL

IF (I I .GT. 0) GO TO 60 
RETURN

50 call aouctis.gmax,icallj
11 = o
UO 55 I = 1, M2

.GT. 0.)

60 IF (ICALL .GF. 2) GO TO 70
GO TO 32
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Subroutine ADDCT.

SUBROUTINE ADDCT(/S/,/GMAX/,/1 ALL/)

ALLOCATE CT UNITS TO MEET NEED FOR PEAKING.

(S(JJ,I) .EO. 11) GO TO 25.OR,.GE. 5)

C
C

C
C
C
C

DIMENSION GMAX125) 
1HTLGLR*2 5(148.25) ,MPCT 
common /comiz na,nd,pmax(85).pminiosi,pfix(14o,25) 
COMMON /COMo/ HA(A5)>FCA(1OO) 
common /coma/ iic (B5> .hbiiooi ,fci iiooi
COMMON ZC0M7/ URESI25) ,FM(3,25) ,HLT(25) , PEAK1, RMW ,M2 , IT, MODI
COMMON /COMB/ UMAX(42)
Common /comis/ ms,nsked,nsumry,pscost,ctcost,ilast
common /comis/ df(5,21),ni,n2,N3,N4
COMMON ZC0M21Z DGLN(25).DELTA , IPS
COMMON ZC0M19Z NPCTI 15) .PMINCTI15) .MAXGEN

IF (UMAX (JJ-IIO) - DGEN(I)) 12,12.14 
= UMAX(JJ-ND)

00001200 
00001300 
00001400 
00001500 
00001600 
00001700 
00001800 
0000)900 
00002000 
00002100 
00002200 
00002300 
00002400 
00002500 
00002600 
00002700 
00002800 
00002900 
00003000 
00003100 
00003200 
00003300 
00003400 
00003500 
00003600 
00003700 
00003800 
00003900 
00004000 
00004100 
00004200 
00004300 
00004400 
00004500 
00004600 
00004700 
00004800 
00004900 
00005000 
00005100 
00005200 
00005300 
00005400 
00005500 
00005600

C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c

c 
c
c

A STATUS OF 5 OR GREATER FOR A CT UNIT INDICATES THE UNIT IS 
OUT OF SERVICE ANU UNAVAILABLE.

= HLT(I) + PFIX(JJ.I)
= GMAX(I) + PFIX(JJ.I)

1CALL = ICALL + 1
NLAST = N2 - Ml 
1F(NLAST ,GT. 0) GO TO 10 
WRITE(6,99)

99 FORMAT(Z/20X'NO CT UNITS AVAILABLE.')

HUS PROGRAM ALLOCATES COMBUSTION-TURBINE GENERATION TO SATISFY THE 
NEED FOR PEAKING DETERMINED BY SUBROUTINE PEAK.
IN PRIORITY ORDER AT THEIR RATED OUTPUTS OR AT REDUCED OUTPUT, 
DEPENDING ON VALUE OF THE PARAMETER MAXGEN. COST OF CT GENERATION 
is calculated, to be added to total production cost for summary.

io ctcost = o.
M = M2 
IF (M2 
DO 30 I =

000.00100 
C NEW 6-76 RMH 00000200
(,****,**<♦'< **♦*♦*♦***, «n,00(i00300

00000400 
00000500 

UNITS ARE ALLOCATED 00000600 
00000700 
00000800 
00000900 
00001000

C ♦• »**♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦**♦** + ♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦* **♦♦♦♦♦♦**♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦,00001100 
c

•GT. 24) M - 24 
1 ,M

IF (UGEN(I) ,LE. 0.) GO TO 30
00250= l.HLAST
JU = ITPCT(J)
IF ( ( S ( J J , I )

12 PF IX(JU,I)
GO TO 18

14 IF (MAXGEN .HE. 0) GO TO 12
IF (PM1NCT(JJ-N2*1) - DGEN(I)) 16,16,15

15 PFIXIJJ.I) = PMII-.CT(JJ-N2+1)
GO TO 18

16 PI- IX ( JJ, I ) = DGEIK I )
18 S(JJ,1) = 1

HLT(I) 
GMAX(I)
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DGEN(I) = DGLN(I) - PFIXIJJ.I)

CALCULATE COST OF CT GENERATION THIS HOUR ANO ADD TO TOTAL.

0.) GO TO 30

• GT.

C
C
C

00005700 
0UU05O00 
00005900 
00006000 
00(106100 
0000t>200 
00006300 
00006400 
00006500 
00006600 
00006700

19 CTCOST = CTCCST t FCA(JJ),HH(JU)*PFIX(JJ, I) Z100.
di-in (6,100) jj,i,pnxijj,11

100 FORMAT (Z20X'CT UHIT'14. • ALLOCATED AT HOUR'I3,' AT'
1 F7.2,' MW.')
IF (OoEN(I) .LE.

25 CONTINUE
IF (l.GEN(I) .GT. 0.) WRITE(GrlOl) I

101 FORMAT (ZZ20X' PEAKING REQUIREMENT AT H0UR'I3(' NOT FULLY MET BY CT 00006000
1GLNLHAT 10(1. >Z) . 00006900

30 Continue 00007000
wl<ITE(o, 102) CTCOST 00007100

102 F uRFlAI ( ZZ20 X ' TOTAL COST OF CT GENERATION ='F9,2. 00007200
1' . this will be included in total production cost.') 00007300

HlTURN 00007400
END 00007500
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Subroutine ADDPS.

SuBrtOUT 1NE ADDPS (/S/• /GMAX/, / ICALL/)

C

allocate, generation to match need for peaking.

0.) GO TO 30

GO TO 25

00001500 
00001600 
00001700 
00001000 
00001900 
00002000 
00002100 • 
00002200 
00002300 
00002400 
00002500 
00002600 
00002700 
00002800 
00002900 
00003000 
00003100 
00003200 
00003300 
00003400 
00003500 
00003600 
00003700 
00003800 
00003900 
00004000 
00004100 
00004200 
00004300 
00004400 
00004500 
00004600 
00004700 
00004800 
00004900 
00005000 
00005100 
00005200 
00005300 
00005400 
00005500 
00005600

ICALL + 1
N3

C
C
C

DO 5 I = 
5 IPUMP(I)

DO 9 I =
DO 3 J =

00000100 
C NEW 6-76 RMB 00000200
C ♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦.••♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦•001)00300 

00000400 
00000500 

UNITS ARE ALLOCATED IN PRIORITY ORDER00000600 
00000700 
00000800 
00000900 
00001000 
00001100 
00001200 
00001300

DIMENSION GMAX(25)
INTEGER*2 S( 143,25) ,PUMPHR(25) ,IPUMP(4) ,MSTaRT(15)
REAL LOAD(25),LOAD1,L0A02
COMMON /COMI/ NA,NO,PMAX(85) ,PK1N(85) ,PFIX( 148,25)
CuMMON /COM7/ HRlS(25) ,FM(3,25) ,HLT(25) ,PEAK1,RNW,M2,IT,MOD1
COMMON /COMB/ UMAX(42)
COMMON /C0M9/ FL(25)•REQ(25)
COMMON /COM 15/ MS, NSKED, NSUMRY, PSCOST, CTCOST, ILAST
COMMON /C0M21/ DGEN(25),DELTA,IPS
COMMON /COM18/ OF(5,21),N1,N2,N3,N4
COMMON /C0M22/ WMAX (4) ,WMIN(4) ,RUNRIV(4) ,WATER(4,25) ,PGMIN(15), 

1 PMlR(lb) tPNPSTC ( 15) ,EFF(15) , NPPMP (15) ,NPGEN( 15) , MAXGEN,
■2 LOC(15),IPSTRT,IPFIN

THIS SUL-ROUTINE ALLOCATES PUMPED-STORAGE GENERATION TO SATISFY NEED 
DETERMINlD by SUBROUTINE PEAK.
INCLUDING CONVENTIONAL UNITS WHICH MAY BE LOCATED IN PUMPED-STORAGE 
PLANTS. A UNIT may BE ALLOCATED AT MAX RATING OR AT A LEVEL 
BETWEEN MIN AND MAX DEPENDING ON ALUE OF PARAMETER MAXGEN. A 
PUMPING SCHEDULE IS ALLOCATED CORRESPONDING TO THE GENERATION 
ALLOCATED. RESERVOIRS MAY NOT BE OVERFILLED NOR DRAINED DELOW 
MINIMUM LEVEL.

10 M = M2 
IF(M2 .GT. 24) M = 24 
DO 30 I = 1,M 
IF (DGEN(I) .LE. 
DO 25 J = 1,BLAST 
JJ = NPGEN(J) 
IF (S(JJ,I) .EQ. 2) 
JJ1 = LOC(JJ-N3+1) 
IF (HMAX(JJ-ND) - DGLN(I)) 12,14,14

ICALL = 
BLAST = N4 - I 

1,4 
= 1 
1,4 
1,25

IF(WMAX(I)-WATER(I,J)) 7,7,8
7 IPUMP(I) = O

GO TO 9
8 CONTINUE
9 CONTINUE

IF(BLAST .GF. 0) GO TO 10
WRITE (u,99)

99 FORMAT (//2OX» NO PUMPED-STORAGE UNITS AVAILABLE.') 
RETURN
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(I«ATEH(JJ1,I) - HMAX(JJ-NO) - WMIH(JJD) 16.13,13

IwATERIJJ1,I)

.LE.

.GT.

FIND TIME LIMITS ON PUMPING.

Il)) PUMPHRII) = 1(I .GE..OR.
C

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C c

(maxgen .HE. ()) GO To 12
PGMINC JJ-N3) 1 D 16,141,141

IwATERIJJl,I)

• LE.
= 1,15

00005700 
00005000 
00005900 
00006000 
00006100 
00006200 
00006300 
00006400 
00006500 
00006600 
00006700 
00006000 
00006900 
00007000 
00007100 
00007200 
00007300 
00007400 
00007500 
00007600 
00007700 
00007800 
00007900 puMOuooaooo 
00008100 
00000200 
00008300 
00008400 
00008500 
00000600 
00008700 
00000800 
00008900 
00009000 
00009100 
00009200 
00009300 
00009400 
00009500 
00009600 
00009700 
00009000 
00009900 
00010000 
00010100 
00010200 
00010300 
00010400 
00010500 
00010600 
00010700 
00010800 
00010900 
00011000 
00011100 
00011200 
00011300

2100-0700.
WILL nE OVERFILLED.

40 00 60 0= 1,1'LAST 
JJ = HPPMP(J) 
JJ1 = L0CIJJ-N3+L)

PUMPING WILL BE ALLOCATED WITH 
PUMPING IS ALLOWED BETWEEN 
DEFAULT TIME INTERVAL IS

NOW PROCEED TO PUMPING SCHEDULE.
THE OBJECTIVE OF FILLING RESERVOIRS.
HOURS WHICH MAY BE RI AD IN AS INPUT. _....... __

PUMPING WILL BE AT FULL MOTOR RATING UNLESS RESERVOIR
THEN PUMPING LOAD WILL BE LESS THAN RATING.

NOTE THAT IF A UNIT HAS PMTR = 0., IT IS MOT A REVERSIBLE UNIT.

12 II
13 PFIXIJJ,1) = IIMAX(JJ-ND) 

GO TO 10
14 IF

II (l)GEN(I)
141 IF I WATER IJJ1, I) - DGEN(I) - WM1NIJJ1)) 16,15,15
15 PFIXIJJ,!) = l)GEN(I)

GO TO 10
16 IF I WATER(JJ1,I) - PGMINIJJ-N3+1) -WMIN(JJl)) 25,17,17
17 PFIXIJJ,I) = PGMIIJIJJ-N3+1)
IB UGEN(l) = OGEN(I) - PFIXIJJ, I)

S(JJ,I) = 1
GIIAXII) = GMAXII) + PFIXIJJ,!) 
HLTII) - t)LI(I) + PFIXIJJ,!) 
IPlJ.-IP(JJl) = IPUMPIJJ1) + 1 
wli I TE 16,1 00 ) JJ,I,PFIXIJJ,I)

100 FORMAT(Z20X'UN IT•14,' ALLOCATED TO GENERATE AT HOUR' 
1 13,' A T'F 7.2, ' MW.■)

UO 19 II = I,M
19 WATER(JJl,II + l) = WATERIJJDII+l) - PFIXIJJ,!) 

IF (UGEN(I) .LE. 0.) GO TO 30
25 CONTINUE 

IF (UGEN(I) ,GT. 0.) WRITEI6.101) I
101 FORMAT I//2OX'PEAK 1 NG REQUIREMENT AT H0UR'I3,' NCT FULLY MET BY 

IPlD-STORAGE GENERATION.'/)
30 CONTINUE

- IT + 1
O) 11=11+ 24
IT f 1

O) 12 = 12 + 24

11 = IPSTRT
IF (Il .LE.
12 = IPFIN
IF I 12
UO 34 I

34 M5TAKTU) - 0
PSCOST = 0.
UO 35 I = 1,25
LOAD!I) = FL I I)

35 PUMPHR(I) = O
IF 111 .GT. 12) GO TO- 38
DO 36 I = 11,12

36 PUMPHRI I) = 1
GO TO 40

30 UO 39 I = 1,25
IF 111 .LE. 12)

39 CONTINUE
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IF (PhTRCJJ-II3+1) .LT. .1) GO TO 60

FIND HOUR WITHIN ALLOWABLE PUMPING TIME WHEN LOAD IS MINIMUM.

CHECK TO SEE IF UNIT JJ'S RESERVOIR IS FULL.

IF (IPUMP(JJi) .EG. 0) GO TO 60

CHECK TO SEE IF PUMPING THIS HOUR WILL FILL RESERVOIR.

IF (EXTRA .LT. 1.) GO TO 48

5U1

ALLOCATE JJ AT A LEVEL SUFFICIENT NOT TO OVERFILL RESERVOIR 
UY END OF PERIOD.

EXTRA CONTAINS THE NUMUER OF MW-HRS. BY WHICH RESERVOIR WILL BE 
OVERFILLED UY UNIT JJ PUMPING FOR THIS HOUR AT ITS RATING.

I = IMIN
II = 1M1N

C 
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C 
C

C
C
C
C

00016700
00016800
00016900
00017000

00011400 
00011500 
00011600 
00011700 
00011800 
00011900 
00012000 
00012100 
00012200 
00012300 
00012400 
00012500 
00012600 
00012700 
00012800 
00012900 
00013000 
00013100 
00013200 
00013300 
00013400 
00013500 
00013600 
00013700 
00013800 
00013900 
00014000 
00014100 
00014200 
00014300 
00014400 
00014500 
00014600 
00014700 
00014800 
00014900 
00015000 
OOOlblOO 
00015200 
00015300 
00015400 
00015500 
00015600 
00015700 
00015800 
00015900 
00016000 
OOOlblOO 
00016200 
0001b300 
00016400 
00016500 

IF MORL PUMPING IS NECESSARY FOR JJ, FIND ADJACENT HOUR WITH SMALLER ^016600 
LOAD FOR NEXT ALLOCATION.

46 EXTRA = O.
IF (S(JJ,IMIN> .EQ. 2) GO TO 501
UO 47 I = IMIN,M
E = WATER! JJ1 , I ) *PMTR( JJ-N34 1) *EFF( JJ-N3+1)-WMAX(JJ1)
IF (E .LT. EXTRA) GO TO 47
EXTRA = E

47 CONTINUE

IMIN = 1
P = 1.E8
DO 45 I = 2, M2
IF (PUMPHR(I) .EQ. 0) GO TO 45
IF (LOAD(I) .GT. P) GO TO 45
P = LOAD!I)
IMIN = I

45 CONTINUE

IPUi'IP(JJl) = 0
48 PFIX(JJ,IMIN) = PMTR( JJ-N3+1) - EXTRA/EFF(JJ-N3+1) 

IF (MSTART(JJ-N3H) .EO. 1) GO TO 49
PSCOST = PSCOST f PMPSTC(JJ-N3+1) 
MSTART(JJ-N3+1) = 1

49 S( JJ,IM1N) = 1
G.’.AXC IMIN) = GMAX(IMIN) - PFIX(JJ,IMIN) 
IILT(IMIN) = HLT(IMIM) - PFIX(JJ,IMIN) 
LvAU(lMlN) = LOAU(IMIN) * PF IX (JJ, IMIN) 
WI<ITE(6» 102) JJ,IMIN,PFIX(JJ,IMIN)

102 FORMAT(/2OX»UNIT•I4,• ALLOCATED TO PUMP AT HOUR'
1 13, ' AT»F7.2,• MW. » )

DO 50 II = IM IN, it
50 WA TER (JJ1 , II+l) = WATER(JJ1, II + 1)+PFIX(JJ,IMINHEFF(JJ-N3+1) 

PFIX(JJ,IMIN) = -PFIX(JJ, IMIN)
IF (IPUMP(JJl) .EO. O) GO TO 60
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1.E6).AND.(L0AD2 .GT. 1.E61J- GO 10 60
L0AD2) 56.57,57

1) GO TO 52
1) GO TO 51

1) GO TO 54
1) GO TO 53

00111711)0 
00017200 
00017300 
00017400 
00017500 
00017600 
00017700 
00017800 
00017900 
00015000 
00018100 
00018200 
00018300 
00018400 
00018500 
00018600 
00010700 
00010800 
00018900 
00019000 
00019100 
00019200 
00019300 
00019400

51 I = I - 1
16 (l’UMPIIR(I) .Nd.
IF (S(JJ,I) .EQ. 
LOAUl = LOAD!I) 
60 TO 53

■ 52 LOAUl = 1.E8
53 II = II + 1

IF (PUHPHR(II) .HE.
IF (S(JJ,II) .EO.
LOAU2 = LOAD!II) 
GO TO 55

54 LOAD2 = 1.E8
55 1F((LOAU1 .GT.

IF (LOAUl
56 IMIIJ = I

GO TO 4b
57 IDIN = II

GO TO 4b 
bO CONTINUE

WliITL (6,103) PSCO5T
103 FORMAT (Z/20X. TOTAL PUMP STARTUP COST ='F8.2,

1' . THIS WILL BE INCLUDED IN TOTAL PRODUCTION COST.') 
RETURN 
LI ID



APPENDIX C

In a power system with N generating units, the number of possible

This can betime as k ranges from 1 to N.

written as follows:

(C.l)k

gives the number of combinations of N things taken k atwhere a

time [10].

Consider the binomial expansion

(C.2)

Letting x = 1,

(C.3)

since = 1 [10].

(C.4)- 1

which is the desired result.
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N 
k

DERIVATION OF THE NUMBER OF 
POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF

N GENERATING UNITS

N 
k

N
1+ I

k=l

= I 
k=0

k 
X

n
(0

Comparing equations (C.l) and (C.3), it is seen that

N
M = I 

k=l

N Cu'lV N
“ k

k=0 J

combinations M of the units is the sum of the number of combinations of

2N

M = 2

the N units taken k at a

(1 + x)N
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